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Network and storage stack specialisation for performance

Ilias Marinos

Summary

In order to serve hundreds of millions of users, contemporary content providers employ tens of
thousands of servers to scale their systems. The system software in these environments, how-
ever, is struggling to keep up with the increase in demand: contemporary network and storage
stacks, as well as related APIs (e.g., BSD socket API) follow a ‘one-size-fits-all’ design, heavily
emphasising generality and feature richness at the cost of performance, leaving crucial hardware
resources unexploited. Despite considerable prior research in improving I/O performance for
conventional stacks, substantial hardware potential still remains unexploited because most of
these proposals are fundamentally limited in their scope and effectiveness, as they still have to
fit in a general-purpose design.

In this dissertation, I argue that specialisation and microarchitectural awareness are necessary
in system software design to effectively exploit hardware capabilities, and scale I/O perfor-
mance. In particular, I argue that trading off generality and compatibility, allows us to radically
re-architect the stack emphasising application-specific optimisations and efficient data move-
ment throughout the hardware to improve performance.

I first demonstrate that conventional general-purpose stacks fail to effectively utilise contempo-
rary hardware while serving critical Internet workloads, and show why modern microarchitec-
tural properties play a critical role in scaling I/O performance. I then identify core decisions
in Operating Systems design that, although they were originally introduced to optimise per-
formance, are now proven redundant or even detrimental. I propose clean-slate, specialised
architectures for network and storage stacks designed to exploit modern hardware properties,
and application domain-specific knowledge in order to sidestep historical bottlenecks in sys-
tems I/O performance, and achieve great scalability. With thorough evaluation of my systems,
I illustrate how specialisation and greater microarchitectural awareness could lead to dramatic
performance improvements, which could ultimately translate to improved scalability and re-
duced capital expenditure simultaneously.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Conventional network and storage stacks were designed in an era where individual systems had
to perform multiple diverse functions. In the last decade, the advent of cloud computing and the
ubiquity of networking has changed this model; instead of a single system performing multiple
functions, today, large content providers are scaling out by employing thousands of servers,
each providing a single network service. Yet most content is still managed and served with
general-purpose stacks.

Historically, an operating system (OS) is responsible for resource sharing, management and
isolation, as well as providing a set of common services to facilitate application development.
Contemporary widely-deployed operating systems (typically variants of Linux, BSD or Win-
dows) are extremely flexible, and support a wide range of middle- and edge-node functions, as
well as hardware: from interactive desktop environments and low-power smartphones to high-
loaded, performance-critical middleboxes, file servers, and web servers. The ability to support
many different applications using a stable general-purpose interface is arguably very useful,
as it dramatically simplifies software development, promotes portability on different hardware,
and reduces maintenance costs. This design decision, however, does not come without compro-
mises: the application requirements vary substantially, and designing a general-purpose oper-
ating system interface to accommodate every possible need comes at a high performance cost,
wasting substantial hardware potential.

Improving Input/Output (I/O) performance has been a long-standing goal of systems research.
Over the years, it led to numerous optimisations of commodity network and storage stacks, and
yet it has been a losing battle: the problem with these enhancements is that each serves a narrow
role, yet still must fit within a general OS architecture, and thus are constrained in their scope
and effectiveness. Hence, it would be very hard, if not impossible, to explore disruptive tech-
niques in systems design to improve I/O performance while retaining the current OS structure.
For example, the conventional operating systems rely on the kernel-user level split between
application and network/storage stack to achieve protection and sharing — could we eliminate
the kernel-user split to amortise the system overhead by reducing the domain crossings? Mi-
croarchitectural design has been advancing rapidly, bringing drastic changes to I/O data flow
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throughout the hardware, and yet contemporary OSes have not been altered structurally to take
advantage of these new features. For example, Intel’s Data Direct I/O (DDIO) allows Direct
Memory Access (DMA) to occur via the processor’s last-level cache (LLC) when the data are
available there, avoiding that way extra roundtrips to the main memory. Conventional operating
systems, however, leverage a loosely coupled, highly asynchronous model of operation among
different components (applications, device drivers, network, and storage stacks) to optimise
for CPU multiplexing, making it hard to achieve tight control of the working set and exploit
such microarchitectural features — could we introduce a more synchronous design to exploit
contemporary microarchitectures and optimise cache locality and memory efficiency? Conven-
tional operating systems suffer from redundant memory copies of data among kernel and user
space — could we realise a design that achieves full zero-copy memory flow from the hardware
buffers to the application layer?

As the hardware capabilities evolve rapidly and we transition to microsecond-scale I/O, the
conventional stacks have become a serious bottleneck for performance-critical services, with
host-side processing accounting for the major share of network and storage performance over-
head. Indeed, it would be reasonable to expect that trading off generality would yield some
performance improvement. What is far from clear though is the extent of the benefit, and
whether that would be sufficient to justify the costs associated with specialised approaches in
system design (flexibility, maintenance, financial costs). For example, it would likely be un-
wise to invest in specialisation if there were hidden fundamental hardware bottlenecks that are
preventing I/O scalability, or if plainly the attainable performance gains coming from a novel
design are insignificant. In this dissertation, we argue that it is imperative to trade-off generality,
in favour of specialisation to significantly push network and storage I/O performance. In partic-
ular, we discuss the pitfalls and limitations of general-purpose network and storage stacks and
we present the design and implementation of specialised stacks, which demonstrate dramatic
performance improvements over the conventional stacks while still retaining many of the ben-
efits of general-purpose operating systems. To achieve this we employ design principles, such
as transparent zero-copy memory flow from the hardware to the application layer, aggressive
cross-layer optimisations where possible, optimisations based on microarchitectural awareness,
and techniques to amortise system-related overheads.

Part of this work has been the result of collaboration with Netflix, a major video streaming
provider. Netflix’s Content Delivery Networks (CDN) are built from highly specialised nodes
with a strong emphasis on performance across the I/O stacks (network and storage), as they
need to serve many thousands of clients simultaneously. Netflix was inspired by the outcome of
this work, and has already begun to explore applying some of the design principles presented in
this dissertation to their FreeBSD-based video streaming stack.

1.0.1 Contributions

In this dissertation, I describe the following principal contributions:
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1. I investigate I/O performance limitations of contemporary off-the-shelf hardware. I show
why modern microarchitectural properties play a critical role in scaling I/O performance,
and I argue why contemporary systems software architecture should be optimised for
efficient hardware use.

2. I question long-held tenets in operating systems design, and I show how these previously
beneficial optimisations could prove redundant or even harmful under the presence of cer-
tain critical workloads. For example, I show how the traditional OS buffer cache could
actually negatively impact performance while serving a typical video streaming work-
load, or how software zero-copy could hinder DMA performance for certain workloads
on modern CPUs.

3. I present the design and architecture of clean-slate, specialised network and storage
stacks, that avoid conventional OS pitfalls to greatly scale I/O performance. I show how
such architectures manage to minimise data movement throughout modern microarchi-
tectures, to avoid historical bottlenecks (e.g., memory bandwidth saturation) in systems
performance that stem from software design, and are often incorrectly attributed to hard-
ware. Finally, I conduct a thorough evaluation of the specialised stacks, as well as con-
temporary state-of-the-art systems.

4. I quantify the performance benefits of specialisation with critical Internet workloads, and
demonstrate this way the existence of a substantial potential in reducing capital expendi-
ture while scaling out performance-critical applications.

1.0.2 Collaborations

The designs, architectures and algorithms presented in this dissertation are the result of collabo-
ration with my supervisors Robert N.M. Watson (University of Cambridge), and Mark Handley
(University College London).

Randall R. Stewart helped us understand better the challenges introduced by Netflix workloads,
and gave us access to the Netflix video streaming stack implementation.

1.1 Dissertation outline

This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the state-of-the-art systems, frameworks and techniques in
high-performance I/O, and highlights the limitations in scaling I/O performance with con-
ventional OSes and hardware. We also trace the evolution of hardware microarchitecture,
and motivate our work by identifying and demonstrating shortcomings in contemporary
software systems.
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Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of the Sandstorm and Namestorm clean-
slate userspace network stacks, that utilise domain-specific knowledge and system tech-
niques to reduce system costs, and saturate contemporary networking hardware (NIC)
for applications such as web and DNS servers. We show why this architecture is more
suitable to handle critical workloads (e.g., web traffic), and we demonstrate the power of
this design by comparing against contemporary conventional stacks and applications.

Chapter 4 describes Atlas, a specialised library OS system that leverages kernel-bypass to
accelerate storage and network I/O, and ultimately improve system performance while
serving video streaming workloads. Furthermore, we discuss fundamental shortcom-
ings stemming from conventional stacks’ architecture, and we show novel techniques
that allow us to take advantage of modern hardware properties, to eliminate historical
bottlenecks and scale I/O performance. We evaluate our solution against a production
state-of-the-art stack that currently powers Netflix’s CDN fleet.

Chapter 5 highlights directions for future work and concludes this dissertation.

1.2 Related publications

Most of the work described in this dissertation is part of peer-reviewed publications:

[MWH13] Ilias Marinos, Robert N. M. Watson, and Mark Handley. “Network Stack Special-
ization for Performance”. In: Proceedings of the Twelfth ACM Workshop on Hot Topics
in Networks. HotNets-XII. College Park, Maryland: ACM, 2013, 9:1–9:7.

[MWH14] Ilias Marinos, Robert N.M. Watson, and Mark Handley. “Network Stack Special-
ization for Performance”. In: Proceedings of the 2014 ACM Conference on SIGCOMM.
SIGCOMM ’14. Chicago, Illinois, USA: ACM, 2014, pp. 175–186.

[MWH+17] Ilias Marinos, Robert N.M. Watson, Mark Handley, and Randall R. Stewart. “Disk,
Crypt, Net: Rethinking the Stack for High-performance Video Streaming”. In: Pro-
ceedings of the Conference of the ACM Special Interest Group on Data Communication.
SIGCOMM ’17. Los Angeles, CA, USA: ACM, 2017, pp. 211–224.

I have also co-authored the following publications, which are not being presented in the context
of this dissertation:

[AWC+14] Jonathan Anderson, Robert N. M. Watson, David Chisnall, Khilan Gudka, Ilias
Marinos, and Brooks Davis. “TESLA: Temporally Enhanced System Logic Assertions”.
In: Proceedings of the Ninth European Conference on Computer Systems. EuroSys ’14.
Amsterdam, The Netherlands: ACM, 2014, 19:1–19:14.
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[GWA+15] Khilan Gudka, Robert N.M. Watson, Jonathan Anderson, David Chisnall, Brooks
Davis, Ben Laurie, Ilias Marinos, et al. “Clean Application Compartmentalization with
SOAAP”. in: Proceedings of the 22nd ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Com-
munications Security. CCS ’15. Denver, Colorado, USA: ACM, 2015, pp. 1016–1031.





Chapter 2

Background

Conventional general-purpose operating systems are ubiquitously deployed and form the core
of today’s networked and storage systems. Recently though, the rapid increase in user demand
revealed that, despite many years of evolution, commodity stacks fail to efficiently utilise con-
temporary hardware, forcing providers to wastefully rely on system scale-out to cope with the
demand.

In this chapter, we discuss the mismatch in recent software and hardware capabilities, which is
the root cause for reduced system I/O performance while serving certain workloads. We also
consider significant advancements in microarchitecture design that present critical software op-
timisation opportunities, which have not been previously explored with conventional operating
systems. Finally, we describe the properties, limitations and previously proposed enhancements
of current conventional I/O stacks, as well as alternative approaches in systems design.

2.1 Mind the gap: the hardware - software evolution

Nowadays, the rapid evolution of hardware capabilities should allow us, in principle at least, to
achieve low latency and high throughput with performance-critical applications. Unlike older
processors, modern CPUs feature numerous cores (e.g., 24-cores is not uncommon for latest
generations of Intel CPUs) and typical datacenter servers could have more than one socket
per server (NUMA). Over the last 5-10 years, physically integrating components such as the
memory controller hub (MCH or Northbridge), and the I/O controller (including the PCIe root
complex) in the CPU package has been made possible, and modern x86 microarchitecture has
evolved to jettison external shared buses (e.g., the Front-Side Bus) allowing for dramatic im-
provements in memory and PCIe latency and bandwidth. The CPU caches have gotten signif-
icantly larger, and with technologies such as DDIO [DDIO] they currently play a critical role
serving as the hub between CPU cores, DRAM, and PCIe peripherals. Latest Intel Xeon CPUs,
for example, feature three levels of cache with up to 60MB of on-die L3 cache, while 10-15
years ago state-of-the-art CPUs would typically have only two levels of on-die cache (with
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~1MB L2 cache). To achieve connectivity with the main memory (DRAM), CPUs now feature
multiple, high-speed channels allowing for very fast memory transfers in the order of hundreds
of Gb/s. With regards to peripheral connectivity, the third generation of PCIe serial interconnect
allows for a usable bandwidth of up to ~7.87Gb/s per lane with 40 available lanes per CPU pack-
age on latest configurations (summing up to an impressive total of ~315Gb/s). Compared to the
first PCIe revisions (2003-2005), this is a 4× increase in throughput per PCIe lane, with plenty
more lanes available in modern CPUs. For storage, flash memory is becoming faster (with off-
the-shelf devices capable of 28Gb/s read throughput for short operations, and latency as low
as 20µs), more reliable, and affordable while jettisoning conventional storage buses/interfaces
(e.g., AHCI/SATA) and attaching storage directly to the PCIe interconnect. For networking, 10
and 40GbE Network Interface Controllers (NICs) could be safely considered commodity for
datacenter servers, while high-end CDN providers are rapidly adopting 100GbE NICs in pro-
duction. To set the context and better understand the rate of evolution, over the last 10 years,
we have witnessed a ~10x or more increase in NIC and storage bandwidth, while at the same
time such hardware became more accessible and affordable.

What is the status quo in operating system (OS) design? Conventional network and storage
stacks were originally designed in an era where individual systems had to perform multiple
diverse functions. As a result, all the critical subsystems including the network and storage
APIs and schedulers have been optimised to allow multiple users and applications to share the
scarce processing resources, trading-off throughput and latency for efficient CPU multiplexing.
In the subsequent years, however, CPU cycles were made more readily available thanks to rapid
advances in semiconductor manufacturing.

On the networking side, the extra processing capacity has been invested in general-purpose
features. Most conventional network stacks have been extended to feature a selection of built-
in stateful firewalls, multiple flexible routing tables and mechanisms, traffic classification and
queueing disciplines for quality of service, several pluggable TCP congestion control mech-
anisms, debugging features, load balancing features etc: the same stacks were now flexible
enough to serve the needs of user desktops, back-end servers (web servers, databases etc), em-
bedded devices, and middleboxes (load balancers, shapers etc).

On the storage side, the systems community has extensively tried to trade off CPU cycles for
improvements in I/O latency and throughput, aiming to work around the major performance
bottlenecks of spinning disks. Complex filesystem data structures and sophisticated techniques
have been employed in an attempt to mask hardware inefficiencies: larger filesystem block
sizes are being used to increase I/O throughput at the expense of storage capacity, file blocks
are laid sequentially to avoid the poor performance of random disk accesses, and asynchronous
writes of metadata are being enforced (soft updates) to reduce the amount of disk writes. To
further reduce the high storage I/O latency and improve responsiveness for interactive appli-
cations and networking, more CPU and RAM resources have been devoted: the buffer cache
transparently caches pages originating from persistent storage in DRAM, to accelerate perfor-
mance of subsequent requests by completely eliminating new I/O operations for the same data.
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Over the years, these stacks have evolved to large and complex codebases, that in an attempt to
be general-purpose have picked extra significant costs associated with more flexible designs.

Nowadays, however, due to the dramatic increase in user and application demands we actively
seek to push the limits in I/O performance in order to fully exploit the hardware capabilities,
and reduce capital expenditure for large cloud and content providers. Indeed the networking
and storage hardware is steadily getting faster, straining the server memory and computation
resources that are necessary to process I/O traffic: a 100GbE adapter, for example, is capable
of delivering a 64byte packet to the CPU last-level cache every ~5.1ns, while the same LLC
access time from a CPU core is roughly 10-15ns. Furthermore, extra CPU cycles are needed
to accommodate the needs of sophisticated applications or protocols (e.g., with end-to-end en-
cryption the CPU needs to access and encrypt all the data to be transmitted). To keep up with the
increasing demand, it is imperative to achieve more efficient use of hardware resources. Mod-
ern storage hardware is now affordable and fast enough, making several of the aforementioned
storage stack optimisations redundant or even harmful. Similarly, contemporary feature-rich
network stacks struggle to keep up with NIC hardware capabilities, consuming precious pro-
cessing power that could otherwise made available for application processing. We argue that by
reducing the software complexity in terms of abstraction layers, general-purpose features/struc-
tures, and by making the path between application and I/O hardware shorter, we can eliminate
traditional major bottlenecks in systems performance and come a step closer to utilising the full
modern hardware potential.

2.2 Microarchitectural evolution

Memory bandwidth has historically been one of the most significant bottlenecks in scaling I/O
performance [ABC+08; BBB11; DEA+09; WM95]. Very recently, Netflix has reported that
their video-streaming CDN nodes have hit the memory wall while using contemporary hard-
ware (see §4.2.1). Efficient data movement throughout the hardware is key to achieving per-
formance: when a system experiences high memory latency, or even saturation of the memory
channels, the overall system performance is erratic. CPU utilisation is a software-facing metric
that traditionally shows the proportion of wall clock time spent actually running instructions vs.
waiting for I/O or entering the idle (low-power) state. The problem with such metrics though is
that different CPU execution units serve different functions (e.g., arithmetic logic unit (ALU),
load-store unit (LSU), cryptographic accelerator etc), and this is not comprehensively captured
in current software-facing metrics. For example, in cases where the memory bandwidth is satu-
rated, the CPU frequently stalls waiting for data to be moved from and to the main memory: in
such cases CPU utilisation is no longer an accurate metric of load or efficiency, since the same
instructions are suddenly significantly more expensive (in terms of CPU cycles). Similarly,
DMA operations are also affected and experience the same contention for memory bandwidth,
resulting in vastly reduced performance.
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Figure 2.1: Memory traffic patterns while sending and receiving packets on pre-2011 x86
microarchitectures. Roughly 2 bytes of read/write memory traffic for each byte transmitted,
and 4 bytes of memory traffic for each byte received.

Software architecture and algorithms can directly affect memory traffic efficiency by changing
the way a workload is represented, achieving that way more or less efficient use of the microar-
chitecture.

In this section, we explore how the evolution of microarchitectural design affects the memory
traffic patterns due to I/O, and ultimately I/O performance.

2.2.1 Memory traffic: DMA traffic and CPU cache interaction

Direct memory access (DMA) is a feature of computer systems, that allows peripherals or other
hardware subsystems to access the main memory without the mediation of the central process-
ing unit (CPU). Without DMA, any input/output operation would typically fully occupy the
CPU to copy data for the duration of the I/O operation. Instead, the CPU only needs to initiate
the transfer and dedicated DMA engines are responsible for moving the relevant data from/to
memory. That way I/O transfers should, in principle at least, introduce only a minimal CPU
overhead.

In this subsection, we use network I/O as an example for the memory traffic analysis, but the
same principles are applicable for all kinds of DMA-based I/O over the PCIe interconnect (e.g.,
PCIe-attached disks, crypto accelerators).

Figure 2.1 illustrates the memory traffic patterns on pre-2011 Intel x86 microarchitectures,
while an application is sending and receiving network packets using the conventional BSD
socket API. An application is maintaining an in-memory buffer to store the data that are ready
to be transmitted; the data access operations on the application buffer trigger CPU cache misses,
fetching data from the main memory every time it is needed; write back to DRAM is not re-
quired, since the buffer is not dirtied. The socket buffer needs to also be fetched from the main
memory, but this only happens for the first time: typically the socket buffer should be suffi-
ciently small to fit in the LLC, and given the subsequent operations, it should be in either of
the EXCLUSIVE,MODIFIED,SHARED states. When the CPU attempts a write to the socket
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Figure 2.2: Memory traffic patterns while sending and receiving packets on post-2011
x86 microarchitectures. Received and transmitted network packets could ideally be served
completely from the Last Level Cache without extra memory transactions.

buffer the cache state changes between one of the aforementioned states (e.g., EXCLUSIVE to
MODIFIED), without ever getting to INVALID. It is worth noting that these state transitions
ideally do not imply any extra memory traffic: with write-back policy only caches are updated
on write, not memory. Once the NIC requests to DMA out part of the socket buffer there are
two cases:

1. If the socket buffer is still present in the LLC (dirtied), most snooping hardware would
either invalidate and evict the appropriate cache lines so that the DMA is served from
DRAM, or ‘redirect’ the DMA transfer to be served from the LLC while also triggering
an implicit write-back at the same time. Worse, the DMA read request could cause several
earlier generations to issue a speculative read while the Cache Coherency protocol tries
to locate the data in the cache, resulting in multiple roundtrips to the main memory.

2. Otherwise, the DMA will be served from DRAM.

With contemporary microarchitectures (see Figure 2.2) the situation is radically different: the
Northbridge is eliminated, and its functions (e.g., snoop agent, memory controller) are now co-
located into the CPU package1, without the need of a Front-Side Bus which has traditionally
been a performance bottleneck. Similarly, the PCI express interface is also integrated onto the
CPU package, instead of an I/O hub or Southbridge. With these optimisations, the new x86
generations have the potential to increase the effective I/O bandwidth and reduce latency, by
eliminating a significant part of the memory activity. Figure 2.2a illustrates a high-level view
of the potential memory patterns on transmit, with the newer generations of hardware: the
application and socket buffers might either need to be loaded once from the main memory, or
ideally the data accesses on these buffers could be fully satisfied from the larger caches without

1Commonly known as uncore functions or system agent.
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any misses, and then can remain in the LLC for the whole lifespan of the application, depending
of course on the software re-use frequency, as well as the overall CPU cache pressure. The
DMA read operation from the NIC is directly served from the LLC, without causing any data
evictions [DDIO].

There are also several differences on the network receive side, between older and newer gener-
ations of microarchitectures. Figure 2.1b shows the potential memory traffic patterns on older
generations. DMA write operations have the NIC transferring data to the host main memory.
If these data (packet payloads or control structures) happen to be in the CPU cache hierarchies,
they are invalidated. This means that subsequent data access operations from the network stack
on these memory addresses will trigger CPU cache misses, and the data will be read back from
the main memory, in order to eventually be copied to the application buffers. On newer mi-
croarchitectures with the Data Direct I/O technology the memory flow is different (Fig. 2.2b):
a DMA write operation from a PCIe peripheral can be handled with two modes of operation:
(i) a WRITE UPDATE which results to an in-place update of the appropriate LLC cache lines,
without further detours to the main memory, or (ii) a WRITE ALLOCATE which allocates lines
in the LLC2 to store the DMA data (potentially without any extra memory traffic if the data
delivered do not exist in the cache hierarchies). With this approach, the data are immediately
available for processing by the CPU cores, without extra cache misses. Eliminating the redun-
dant memory traffic, alleviates pressure on the memory channels: this way, memory bandwidth
is not saturated, and memory latency can remain low avoiding CPU pipeline stalls.

2.2.2 Memory - I/O interactions, and performance

Optimising software for memory traffic efficiency is hardly a new research area. For conven-
tional OSes most efforts focussed, to a larger extent, in achieving transparent memory flow by
reducing the absolute number of memory copies in software where possible (e.g., zero-copy op-
eration between storage and network kernel subsystems). Zero copy optimisations achieve more
efficient data movement through the architecture, by eliminating multipliers on cache footprint
for the data being processed. This approach alone, however, is not sufficient by itself to guar-
antee more efficient data movement throughout the hardware: contemporary system software
optimisations mostly focus on processor-driven interactions with the microarchitecture, but not
DMA interactions with the LLC. Data copying (both from the CPU and DMA operations) and
cache interactions are complex, and come at substantial cost. How do the aforementioned mod-
ern microarchitectural properties affect memory traffic, and ultimately I/O performance in prac-
tice? We attempt to explore these implications through a set of microbenchmarks.

Our testing software utilises kernel-bypass, to fetch raw data blocks from a fast PCIe NVMe
disk, and immediately transmit them to the network, using a 40GbE NIC. This requires initiating

2WRITE ALLOCATE is restricted, by policy, to use only a fraction of the cache (typically 10%) to avoid
thrashing.
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Figure 2.3: Microbenchmark: fetching 8KB data blocks from the NVMe disk, and zero-
copy transmitting them to the network. Exploring the potential impact of various working-
set sizes, and cache state to I/O and memory activity.

DMA from the PCIe-attached storage to load the data into the main memory, and then initiating
a second DMA from the main memory to the PCIe-attached NIC to transmit the packet data. We
utilise hardware offload features to perform network packet segmentation and checksumming
operations, so there are no significant processing requirements for this task. We instead want
to explore the interactions of competing raw I/O traffic in terms of CPU cache utilisation/effi-
cacy, and memory traffic activity. Figure 2.3 illustrates the network, memory read, and memory
write throughput while sending data from the disk to the network. Memory throughput (read or
write) refers to the amount of data transferred between the CPU package and the main memory
(DRAM) at the unit of time, and it is measured using hardware uncore performance counters.
For this particular microbenchmark, we present four workload variants: the core functional-
ity remains the same throughout all experiments, however we vary the size of memory used
to accommodate DMA operations, as well as implicitly control DDIO efficacy by controlling
the state of the cache. We achieve a warm LLC, by explicitly accessing the DMA buffers3

immediately before the experiment commencement. The four workloads, in detail, are:

• 1K I/O Buffers, Warm LLC: For this variant we use enough DMA buffers so that they
conveniently fit in the CPU last level cache, but are still sufficient to achieve peak per-
formance with our hardware (NVMe disk and NIC). Furthermore, we ensure that the
DMA memory is warm in the CPU cache when the experiment starts. We observe that
the system is able to achieve best performance (NVMe disk is saturated at ~17.2Gb/s),
while operating almost fully from the LLC without putting any pressure to the memory
channels (negligible increase in memory bandwidth).

3By DMA buffers we refer to the memory that the DMA operations will load from or store into.
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• 16K I/O Buffers, Warm LLC: The amount of DMA memory used for this experiment
is significantly larger compared to the previous workload. Since we do not really need
more buffers to saturate the hardware (by maintaining more in-flight I/O operations to fill
the disk pipeline), using more buffers practically results to an inefficient way of reclaim-
ing/reusing DMA memory. This is obvious in the graph, as the memory write throughput
almost matches the network throughput: DMA memory cannot fit in the LLC, and data
are being evicted resulting in higher memory bandwidth. In any case, disk I/O comple-
tions are consumed immediately by our tool, and hence it manages to DMA them out to
the network before they get flushed out to DRAM (so no significant memory read traffic
is required).

• 1K I/O Buffers, Cold LLC: This configuration is similar to the first workload presented
previously with the only difference that the DMA buffers are not warm in the LLC when
the experiment commences. Perhaps surprisingly this variation has a huge impact: DDIO
is limited by policy to utilise only a fraction of the LLC for allocations (unlike the first
workload which could potentially utilise all of the LLC space), and thus newer DMA
operations need to evict older ones generating memory write traffic equal to the achieved
disk read throughput. Again though, freshly DMAed data from the disk are consumed
before they get flushed, so no extra memory read activity is required.

• 16K I/O Buffers, Cold LLC: Memory activity for this workload is almost identical as
with a warm cache. Since the DMA memory size used largely exceeds the LLC size, we
cannot avoid evictions, and thus memory write throughput remains constantly equal to
the disk read throughput for the duration of the experiment.

All of the above workloads achieve peak performance given the hardware capabilities, but at
various costs in terms of memory bandwidth: it is obvious, for example, that larger working
sets result to higher memory write traffic. In all the cases above however, memory read activity
remains low because our software ensures the immediate consumption of completed disk DMA
operations.

What happens if the CPU or the software is not efficient enough to keep up with the rate of
completed DMA operations from the hardware? We simulate this behaviour by introducing ex-
tra delay between the disk I/O completion and the NIC transmission events. To achieve this we
explicitly maintain a larger queue depth for completed I/O operations; the deeper the queue, the
higher the delay between disk read completion and network transmission. Figure 2.4 highlights
the differences in memory activity: deeper queues result in higher memory activity in both di-
rections. Why is this the case? Although data are being transferred from the disk directly to the
LLC, by the time the software initiates the NIC transmission, they have already been flushed to
DRAM and need to be read back again. This behaviour closely resembles the situation experi-
enced in modern I/O stacks: bufferbloat due to deep driver and intermediate software queues,
as well as asynchrony stemming from context switching leads to highly inefficient use of the
available memory bandwidth.
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Figure 2.4: Microbenchmark: fetching 8KB data blocks from the NVMe disk, and zero-
copy transmitting them to the network. We deliberately delay the consumption of completed
disk I/O operations by building queues, in order to explore how this affects memory activity.

2.2.3 Memory - I/O - encryption interactions, and performance

In the recent years, privacy and confidentiality concerns drive the industry to rapidly employ
ubiquitous end-to-end encryption (TLS). TLS is not only used to protect common web traf-
fic that transfers smaller amounts of data such as web browsing, but also for services such as
video streaming that typically uses long flows and accounts for more than 50% of Internet traf-
fic [GIPR+]. As of January 2017, more than 99% of YouTube traffic is encrypted [GGL17].
In February 2017, the movement to encrypt the Internet traffic has reached an impressive mile-
stone: approximately half of the web traffic is now served over HTTPS [Geb17].

What is the cost of end-to-end encryption with contemporary off-the-shelf hardware? In a
pursuit of addressing the high-energy requirements, and the relatively poor performance of
software-only implementations of AES, modern CPUs feature hardware-acceleration for com-
mon cryptographic functions (AES-NI) [ADF+10; Gue10]. This in combination with the Ad-
vanced Vector Extensions (AVX) [AVX18] and Carry-less Multiplication (CLMUL) [GK14]
extensions of the x86 instruction set allow for highly parallel, hardware accelerated implemen-
tations that achieve fast and secure data encryption and decryption, using the Advanced Encryp-
tion Standard (AES). Figure 2.5 illustrates the encryption performance of a contemporary CPU,
and how it is affected by LLC utilisation and memory activity. We explore two approaches
when encrypting data: in-place encryption where the original buffer that held the plaintext data
is overwritten with the ciphertext, and an out-of-place or copying encryption approach where
we store the encrypted data to a second new buffer so that the plaintext data are being preserved
in the original buffer. The dataset represented by the dashed lines highlights the maximum per-
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Figure 2.5: Bulk AES-GCM128 encryption performance using AES-NI on 8-core Haswell
CPU. In-place encryption uses the same buffer for source and destination, while out-of-
place encryption uses different buffers. The LLC dataset uses small buffers that fit in the
LLC (2MB), while the DRAM identifier indicates that the benchmark uses large buffers that
do not fit in the LLC (6GB).

formance achieved on this CPU: it uses small buffers that fit in the LLC so that detours to the
main memory are avoided, while also utilising in-place encryption to efficiently use the LLC
space. The peak throughput achieved is a total of ~204Gbps, or roughly 25.5Gbps per core
(1 Cycle/Byte). When the buffers to be encrypted cannot fit in the cache, memory bandwidth
becomes the major bottleneck in performance. In this case, in-place encryption requires 1 byte
of data to be read from main memory and 1 byte written back, for every byte encrypted: still, it
achieves near linear scaling on multiple cores with a total encryption throughput of ~188Gb/s,
at the cost of cumulative read/write memory throughput of ~378Gb/s. On the contrary, out-of-
place encryption requires 2 bytes to be read from the main memory for each byte encrypted
(because the source and destination addresses are different), and therefore it saturates the mem-
ory channels’ capacity much sooner: using all of the available cores, the system achieves a
total throughput of ~134Gb/s, at the cost of ~400Gb/s of cumulative memory traffic (~267Gb/s
READ).

It is clear from the previous experiment that modern CPUs are able to achieve great bulk en-
cryption performance. Encryption is a CPU-intensive task: how does it interact with I/O data
transfers throughout the microarchitecture? Figure 2.6 explores the system behaviour while ex-
ecuting a simultaneously I/O- and CPU-intensive microbenchmark: data are being fetched from
disks, get encrypted, and finally transmitted to the network. We want to investigate how data
accessing and processing from the CPU affects memory traffic: if the CPU cannot keep up with
the I/O traffic, data will accumulate in queues waiting for processing, and redundant memory
traffic will spike. The benchmarking software, however, carefully controls the working-set size,
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Figure 2.6: Network, Memory Read, and Write Throughput while fetching 8KB blocks
from 4 NVMe disks, encrypting them (AES-GCM128), and transmitting them to the net-
work using 2x40GbE NICs.

and achieves a synchronous pipeline: it manages to saturate the hardware, and scale linearly on
multiple cores, while serving the workload fully from the CPU cache, without any detours to
the main memory.

2.3 Performance limitations with conventional stacks

In this section we discuss known sources of overhead in contemporary network and storage
stacks.

2.3.1 Motivation

We present a set of experiments in an attempt to highlight the shortcomings of conventional
stacks, while serving critical workloads. In particular, we investigate the performance of con-
temporary, state-of-the-art web servers while serving workloads typical of web or video-streaming
traffic.

2.3.1.1 Workload: short-lived TCP flows

Achieving good performance with short-lived connections is critical, as this kind of workload is
typical of web traffic: recent studies reveal that the vast majority of HTTP connections transfer
only a small amount of data (less than 25KiB) [AER+11; All12]. Despite the fact that modern
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Figure 2.7: Network throughput and CPU utilisation vs. File Size, 2 nginx threads on
FreeBSD, ‘SandyBridge’ CPU, 1x10GbE NIC.

web pages are content-rich, most contemporary browsers open several connections to each do-
main to fetch all the relevant web objects in parallel, and reduce latency. Unfortunately, HTTP
pipelining (batching) is not a viable option, since it requires HTTP request serialisation which
eventually increases the page loading times.

Figure 2.7 illustrates how the TCP flow lifespan (controlled by varying the content size served)
affects the throughput and system behaviour. An effective network throughput of ~9.2Gb/s is
achieved while serving file sizes of 24KB or larger. On the contrary, we observe that workloads
that consist of short-lived connections (i.e., smaller file sizes) actually stress the conventional
stack. This behaviour is counter-intuitive: it would be reasonable to expect that shorter flows
are more likely to achieve peak performance with modern hardware, as they should put less
pressure to the CPU cache. What is actually happening? With short-lived flows the system ex-
periences high CPU utilisation as the amount of data that is being transferred with each HTTP
connection is not sufficient to compensate for the cost of setting up and tearing down TCP
connections; these require a series of expensive operations such as socket and buffer allocation-
s/deallocations, and multiple domain transitions to achieve interaction between kernel and the
userspace application. Additionally, shorter transfers result in greater relative network I/O over-
head in comparison to bulk transfers, first because NIC hardware smart features such as TCP
Segmentation Offload (TSO) cannot be as effective with shorter flows, and second because the
system-related overhead remains roughly constant per file/message when using OS primitives
such as sendfile.
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Figure 2.8: Network throughput and CPU utilisation vs. Buffer Cache Hit Ratio, Vanilla
nginx + FreeBSD, ‘Haswell’ CPU, 2x40GbE NICs. Fetching 300KB video chunks over
HTTP-persistent TCP connections.

2.3.1.2 Workload: long-lived TCP flows

The inefficiencies of commodity stacks while serving short-lived TCP flows have recently been
highlighted by several studies [BPP+16; HMC+12; JWJ+14; MWH14]. On the contrary, con-
ventional wisdom suggests that commodity stacks should perform great while serving work-
loads that consist of elephant flows (bulk transfers) [HMC+12]. Is this the case? As mentioned
previously, bulk transfers are truly inexpensive, mostly due to two reasons: first, because NIC
hardware acceleration (e.g., TSO, LRO) has the greatest efficiency with long flows, and second
because the system cost for connections’ bookkeeping is greatly amortised by the amount of
data transferred. The previous hypothesis, however, requires two strong assumptions: (i) the
commodity stacks serve static content, so that they can take advantage of zero-copy operations
achieved with sendfile, an (ii) the working set (including the content served) can fully fit
in the server’s main memory. This could be a reasonable assumption for web caches that only
serve very popular content such as the Google frontpage, but it is not really practical for generic
CDN caches that are responsible for serving larger amounts of data (sometimes less popular)
that greatly exceed modern DRAM sizes (e.g., in the range of petabytes for Akamai and Net-
flix CDN servers). Procurement of enough hardware to hold such workloads fully in DRAM
(using sharding and/or other distributed computing technologies) would be at least wasteful
and uneconomical from a financial standpoint, if not also impractical from a technical point
of view. Therefore, most CDN providers need to include persistent storage in the network fast
path. That should be fine given that sendfilewas actually designed to optimise data transfers
from persistent storage to the network. But what happens in practice?
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Figure 2.8 shows the achieved network throughput and the CPU utilisation of a conventional
server, while varying the fraction of data that is being served from persistent storage or the main
memory. To manage this, we control the workload to achieve different buffer cache hit ratios
on the server system. Additionally, we utilise only HTTP-persistent connections for our tests,
to minimise the book-keeping costs on the server machine. The results are enlightening: the
conventional OS evidently struggles with workloads that are not fully served from the main
memory, experiencing reduced throughput and higher CPU utilisation. It is worth noting that
observing CPU utilisation alone would be very misleading in this case: although it seems that
there is plenty of CPU idle time, further analysis reveals that the system is frequently blocked
reclaiming VM pages (for an extensive analysis see Chapter 4).

2.3.2 Scalability bottlenecks, and optimisations

The microbenchmarks presented previously suggest that despite decades of evolution and op-
timisation, contemporary I/O stacks still suffer substantial undiagnosed processor-time ineffi-
ciency while operating in important parts of the workload space such as common web traffic,
or workloads larger than DRAM size. We attempt to explore the major scalability bottlenecks
in conventional systems, and survey related work in the area of OS, network, and storage stack
optimisations for performance.

Scaling Non-Blocking Execution: Modern web server applications need to handle thousands
of file descriptors that abstract network connections and/or data files, in order to cope with
CDN workloads. How do we address this problem? One possible systems-software approach
would be to dedicate one thread per connection, and simply rely on blocking I/O calls such as
the traditional UNIX read and write operations for data movement. In practice, this would
be a bad design choice, since experience shows very poor system scalability as the number
of threads/processes increases, due to heavy scheduling overhead, increased context switching
rates, and substantial thread storage space. Non-blocking mode of operation for read and
write is not a solution by itself either: with a naive approach, application threads could waste
a lot of resources to continuously poll each and every file descriptor for readiness. Ideally, a
more sophisticated solution would incorporate a pool of threads to allow scaling processing to
multiple cores, and finally use an efficient mechanism for readiness event notifications.

In order to amortise the large context switching overhead of web servers that relied to one pro-
cess per connection design approach, many solutions have transitioned to event-driven [PL00;
THTTP; ZEUS], or hybrid architectures [PDZ99; WCB01]. In 1999, Banga et al [BMD99]
have proposed a scalable implementation of the select system call that allowed applications
to register interest to several sources of events, and greatly improved the performance of ap-
plications that handle large numbers of file descriptors (e.g., connections, files). This proposal
motivated later work by Lemon [Lem01] on the kqueue interface for BSD: this work not only
addresses the scalability issues of event-based notifications, but more importantly it also pro-
vides a more general-purpose notification interface by supporting multiple different types of
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events (e.g., signals, asynchronous I/O, timers) in addition to the usual file descriptor events
(e.g., socket readiness) [MNW14]. Linux also has its own implementation: epoll also sup-
ports stateful interest sets for events, albeit is less flexible than kqueue as it only supports file
descriptor based events. These interfaces are now widely used by high-performance web-server
implementations such as nginx to reduce the overhead of handling many concurrent connec-
tions.

System-Call Overhead: Past research has shown that system calls are expensive and could po-
tentially hinder performance [DP93]. It would be inaccurate, however, to associate the system-
call overhead solely with the domain crossing cost, especially on newer hardware: unlike older
CPUs which had to raise a slow INT $80 interrupt, the new SYSCALL instruction allows for
low-latency roundtrip domain crossings in the range of 100-200 cycles or less, which is ac-
tually comparable to a bad cache miss. To our experience, the explicit overhead of domain
crossing while experimenting with network and storage stacks was not significant; the implicit
cost (instruction and data cache pollution, TLB shootdown etc) is harder to quantify though.
Instead, what contributes the most to the system-call overhead is the amount of work being
performed in the kernel context (e.g., allocations, sanity checks, memory copies from user to
kernel space, synchronisation), as well as the frequency that this happens (e.g., one system call
per UDP packet for transmission is really stressing the kernel-user interface). Finally, conven-
tional operating systems fail to achieve linear scaling on multicore systems due to substantial
synchronisation costs that are required to achieve compatibility with legacy system-call inter-
faces [CKZ+13].

To amortise the overheads associated with high context switching rates, the systems commu-
nity has experimented extensively with the idea of system call batching or clustering. Cassy-
opia [RDH+03] is a compiler that attempts to perform optimisations across different address
spaces while relying on profiling to identify optimisation opportunities. In particular, Cassy-
opia could greatly reduce the number of domain crossings by replacing groups of system calls
with a single multi-call, while still maintaining the same functionality. Furthermore, it employs
advanced techniques such as looped multi-calls, that allow chaining several system calls by
feeding the output of a certain system call to the input of a subsequent one. The concept of
multi-calls is also widely used in paravirtualised hypervisors [XNML9] to batch hypercalls and
reduce the amount of transitions between the guest and the hypervisor.

FlexSC [SS10; SS11] identified that cache pollution and pipeline flushing are the primary fac-
tors of system-call overhead, and proposed an exception-less implementation of the system call
interface by having user and kernel share the syscall pages: leveraging this asynchronous mech-
anism, FlexSC allows for parallel execution (batching) of system call requests. This solution,
however, does not come without its own drawbacks: the asynchrony introduced between sys-
tem call invocation and execution, could harm cache locality especially in multi-core systems.
Unlike FlexSC, Megapipe [HMC+12] and VOS [VAK11] allow efficient system call batching
of asynchronous I/O requests and completion notifications over synchronous channels: still,
most of these approaches are not POSIX compliant, and it is difficult to apply them in practice
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because they require significant kernel- or even user-level code modifications due to changes to
the system call interface.

Linux has recently added the recvmmsg and sendmmsg calls to allow handling multiple UDP
messages with a single system call. The new interface is implemented as a thin wrapper over the
existing sendmsg and recvmsg implementations, instead of a bottom-up re-implementation:
this optimisation assumes that the explicit kernel-user domain crossing cost is the major bot-
tleneck, and hence it solely targets on reducing the absolute number of system calls. Still, this
solution preserves the same number of per-packet locks/allocations/deallocations, and therefore
the overall performance improvement is almost negligible according to our experience. For stor-
age, system call batching is possible when using the POSIX aio4 facility [The04] in FreeBSD
and Linux: lio_listio allows to issue multiple I/O requests in a single system call. To a
certain extent, the sendfile [SNDF1] call also amortises the domain-crossing overhead by
shifting longer consecutive sequences of read/write I/O and synchronisation system calls into
the kernel. Although generalised batched system calls see relatively little use in practice, the
sendfile system call is widely used by state-of-the-art web servers.

Lack of Connection Affinity: With the higher packet rates (44Mpps or more is typical for
a 40GbE NIC [CHLNT]) made possible by modern network adapters, it is imperative to dis-
tribute the processing load to multiple CPU cores in order to scale performance. In Linux
and FreeBSD, the received network packets are spread across (either by software or hard-
ware [SLNS]) different queues, and eventually different CPU cores on a per-flow basis using a
5-tuple hash. Although this solution has several shortcomings (mostly dependent on the work-
load characteristics), it usually achieves a reasonably fair distribution of load among the dif-
ferent CPU cores. However, this is not a comprehensive end-to-end solution, since it can only
achieve partial connection affinity: due to the kernel-user level split and the shared listening
socket (with the associated single accept backlog queue that enforces access serialisation), a
user-level application thread could still accept and process connections that actually come from
remote cores; this practically means that the RX/TX takes place on different hardware threads
resulting in cache and lock contention issues on multicore systems [PSZ+12]. Advanced NIC
hardware features such as accelerated Receive Flow Steering [SLNS] could help improve the
situation, but this solution incurs significant setup complexity and is not very effective for work-
loads that consist of short-lived connections.

Recent Linux kernels, partly address the issue with the SO_REUSEPORT [KH13] option, which
allows multiple threads/processes to bind to the same port number (avoiding the use of a single
listening socket). Affinity-Accept [PSZ+12] and Megapipe [HMC+12], provide per-core accept
queues and also ensure that all processing (including kernel and user threads) of a network flow
is affined to the same core.

Redundant Memory Copies: With conventional operating systems, a user-level application re-
lies on the BSD socket API for networking and uses calls such as read, write, recvmsg,

4The aio subsystem uses kernel processes to service asynchronous I/O requests.
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sendmsg to communicate data from user buffers to the kernel and vice versa. These calls, how-
ever, introduce significant cost (in terms of memory traffic and CPU cache pressure) as the data
need to be copied to different buffers while switching to different domains (kernel, user) for
protection and synchronisation reasons. Explicit data copying is not a requirement to achieve
the aforementioned goals though; it is, rather, a design choice to provide a synchronous copy
behaviour: a user application is allowed to reuse a buffer, only after a system call that consumes
these data (e.g., send) has returned. The systems community has observed that the bottleneck
in systems processing has shifted from the CPU to the memory system long time ago [WM95];
still, conventional operating systems have not radically changed to reflect this reality, wast-
ing CPU cycles and memory bandwidth to copy data between protection domains and kernel
subsystems.

Several research proposals have concluded that there could be substantial performance gains
by leveraging sharing semantics for I/O, as opposed to relying on data cloning (memory copy-
ing). Fast buffers (“fbufs”) relies on page remapping and shared memory, to avoid copying
and achieve high data throughput across protection domains [DP93]. IO-lite [PDZ00] extends
“fbufs” to unify I/O buffer and cache management, and allows sharing immutable buffers among
all the different subsystems of general-purpose OSes, including userspace applications, the net-
work, and file systems. In the same context, the Streamline buffer management system [BBB11]
achieves zero-copy communication between applications and/or I/O devices, and avoids context
switches by leveraging multiple shared ring buffers and specialisation (indirection, compression
etc). Finally, Stackmap [YHS+16] addresses latency problems with transactional workloads
over TCP at the cost of compatibility, by replacing the socket API on the datapath with an
extended zero-copy netmap API [Riz12], while still retaining the use of the in-kernel Linux
TCP/IP stack.

Linux has added the splice [SPL2], vmsplice [VMSP2] and tee [TEE2] system calls to
allow data movement between certain types of file descriptors (i.e., UNIX pipes) without any
extra copying between kernel and user space. Similar functionality is also supported in the net-
work transmit side: the contents of a particular file can be sent without needing to copy them
from userspace, when using the sendfile [SNDF1] system call. The sendfile call basi-
cally instructs the kernel to construct the appropriate packet headers, and then use the scatter/-
gather features of modern NICs to zero-copy VM pages (data) to a particular network connec-
tion. This works well when transmitting static data that are present in the page cache, however it
cannot work for data that are dynamically generated in application buffers. To tackle this prob-
lem, Linux has recently upstreamed the MSG_ZEROCOPY patch set, in an attempt to allow zero-
copy operations for dynamically created data in userspace buffers [CB17]; this solution changes
the semantics of the traditional sendmsg call and requires extra synchronisation for the com-
munication of completion notifications to userspace. Similarly, asynchronous I/O requests to
raw disk devices in FreeBSD [LIO] also achieve zero-copy operations, by temporarily wiring
user pages, and queueing requests directly to the disk hardware queues; like MSG_ZEROCOPY,
this method carries significant overhead associated with user memory (un)pinning, and requires
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extra bookkeeping to manage memory reclaiming in userspace.

Virtual File System overhead: In POSIX-compliant operating systems, almost every system
resource is abstracted by a UNIX file (disk files, BSD sockets [Kle86] etc). This offers great
programming convenience, but comes at the cost of performance [BCM+10]: to achieve inter-
operability between subsystems such as storage and network, common generic data structures
(reference-counted file descriptors, in-memory objects such as inodes etc) need to be used to
reference resources. For filesystems, this file abstraction, although convenient, is actually quite
expensive: on average, 87% of the VFS time was spent to support semantics such as concur-
rency, hierarchical names and in-memory objects [VNP+14]. Similarly for networking: within
a single UNIX process, the file-descriptor space is flat and shared. FreeBSD, for example,
scans the file-descriptor bitmap to find the first unset bit (minimum unused integer), each time
it needs to allocate a new socket. Naturally, this process becomes more and more expensive
as the number of concurrent connections increases and, even worse, incurs extra overhead for
synchronisation at the presence of multiple threads as it requires acquiring a per-process-global
exclusive lock of the file-descriptor table.

Heavy and/or inefficient data structures: The sk_buff and mbuf systems are the workhorses
of the Linux and FreeBSD network stacks respectively. These data structures have been de-
signed and evolved to support a wide range of different use cases, and in order to achieve flex-
ibility, performance is sacrificed under certain critical workloads. When considering message-
oriented workloads (high packet rates with small payloads), for example, Linux experiences
significant overhead due to excessive stress on the memory subsystem [HJP+10a]: it has to
(de)allocate two skb-buffers per packet, one for the data and one for the metadata. To the
other end of the spectrum, when considering workloads that consist of bulk transfers, FreeBSD
requires numerous mbuf objects to be chained together to send larger chunks of data (since
one mbuf can only wrap a single VM page): with high-bandwidth links, this practically means
consuming mbufs at rates in the order of millions per second, which puts significant pressure
to the CPU caches, and the memory allocator.

Concurrency: Significant performance potential is sacrificed when scaling to multiple cores,
due to lock contention, and CPU cache management/sharing issues. For example, Linux and
FreeBSD utilise shared counters for reference-counted garbage collection, global lists of buffer
descriptors (e.g., FreeBSD pbufs to manage I/O operations), and protocol control blocks that
enforce serialised access, limiting scalability to greater numbers of cores [BCM+10]. This sit-
uation is made worse due to inefficient cache management: for example, false cache line shar-
ing could be the reason for substantially degraded application performance [BB08; BCM+10].
Some of these scalability bottlenecks could be easily fixed as the implementation can be mod-
ified so that the cores do not have to block and wait for each other (e.g., coarse-grained locks);
sometimes though these bottlenecks are very difficult to eliminate due to either the seman-
tics of the shared resource, or the overall system architecture, and POSIX interface proper-
ties [CKZ+13].
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Kernel Scheduler overhead: Commodity OSes separate network protocol processing from the
relevant consumer applications, in order to achieve scheduling flexibility and optimise for CPU
multiplexing. As a result, they need to sacrifice latency, and heavily utilise queuing and interme-
diate buffering to facilitate context switching. To make things worse, packet and task schedul-
ing decisions are loosely coupled, as they mostly rely on soft and device interrupts to distribute
CPU cycles among protocol and application processing [MR97]. Previous research [PLZ+14]
has showed that the scheduler’s overhead could be quite significant; it could sum up to ~40%
of the total packet processing overhead, depending on the process scheduling status at the time
of a network event (e.g., a receiving process that sleeps).

Google is already extensively customising the Linux kernel scheduler to achieve more efficient
load balancing for heterogeneous workloads that are executed simultaneously on the same hard-
ware and require thousands of application threads [CW09].

2.4 Kernel bypass, and hardware offload

OS-bypass and direct userspace I/O is another approach explored by the systems community in
an attempt to optimise performance, and work around conventional operating systems pitfalls.
Most common arguments for leveraging kernel-bypass and implementing network and storage
stacks in userspace include flexibility (in terms of deployment, debugging etc), as well as greater
potential for application-specific optimisations (specialisation).

In 1993, Thekkath et al. [TNM+93], have prototyped modular, library-synthesised userspace
network stacks implemented on Mach to facilitate code maintenance, customisation and ease of
debugging. In the same context, Edwards et al. [EM95] showed how to build high-performance
user-level TCP stacks, and demonstrated significant performance gains over the conventional
in-kernel HP-UX network stack back in 1995. Seeking to address problems related to network
latency and throughput with small messages (RPC-like), von Eicken et al. have presented U-
Net [EBB+95], a novel architecture that completely eliminates the need for kernel mediation
in the send and receive paths. Similarly, Arsenic [PF01] is a Gigabit Ethernet NIC with hard-
ware support for rich virtualisation and packet filters, that allowed direct userspace I/O access
without compromises in resource management or security. Several projects [MCZ06; MN03;
RG05] explored mechanisms to efficiently virtualise high-performance NICs, raid controllers
or graphic processor units (GPUs). Some of these hardware devices greatly simplified virtual-
isation complexity and reduced overhead, by supporting a number of virtual I/O channels that
could be dedicated to a particular virtual machine or application. Nowadays, the latest PCIe
generations also include similar I/O virtualisation support: this allows a single physical PCIe
device to appear as multiple independent virtual devices (virtual functions), and relies to the
IOMMU to enforce access protection.

Over the last few years, userspace I/O has drawn a lot more attention as a prominent method
to successfully exploit the wasted hardware capabilities. Many recent frameworks provide the
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necessary abstractions to streamline userspace application development with direct access to
I/O devices. In 2005, PF_RING-DNA exposed full NIC DMA access to userspace in order to
achieve lossless capturing of small packets at line speeds [Der05]. More recently, Intel has re-
leased the DPDK [DPDK] software suite that leverages hardware virtualisation and OS-bypass
to provide full userspace I/O to the network interfaces. DPDK has gained significant traction
in the enterprise, and it is utilised extensively in hypervisors, and in services based on network
functions virtualisation. Similar to DPDK, Netmap [Riz12] implements high-throughput and
safe network I/O, by exposing DMA memory to userspace. Unlike DPDK though, netmap ab-
stracts DMA operations initiation with system calls, and relies on batching to effectively reduce
the context-switch overhead. The PacketShader [HJP+10b] I/O engine utilises a custom net-
work device driver that drops the use of sk_buff in favour of a more simple API, and relies
on shared memory between kernel and userspace to pass packets in both directions. Finally,
aiming to improve performance of BPF programs, and avoid the cost and complexity associated
with sk_buff (de)allocations, the XDP kernel facility [HS16] processes RX packet-pages
directly out of the driver.

Several network stacks have been developed in an attempt to replace the in-kernel stacks in
cases that they proved to be unsuitable (e.g., due to excessively large memory footprint for low-
end devices), or performed poorly. lwIP [LWIP], for example, is a lightweight general-purpose
network stack which was designed for low-end, embedded devices; although performance and
specialisation are not their primary goals, we have borrowed several ideas for our TCP API
(see Chapter 3). mTCP [JWJ+14] is another recent effort in userspace networking that demon-
strates significant performance improvements: likewise, this work is related, but differs from
ours in that it offers a general-purpose stack aiming to minimise integration effort for existing
applications, while our proposals sacrifice backward compatibility in favour of specialisation
and performance. Finally, the Solarflare OpenOnload [SLRFO] is one of the most sophisticated
commercial proposals: it is a hybrid stack, capable of operating both in user and kernel mode,
minimising interrupts, data copies, and context switches. It requires, however, a vendor-specific
hardware (NIC) to operate, and likewise retains the BSD sockets API rather than exploiting
domain-specific knowledge for cross-layer optimisations.

A lot of research has focussed in the area of the hardware/software interface for I/O devices
(NICs, disks etc). FlexNIC [KPS+16] rethinks and extends NIC abstractions, and provides a
rich and flexible network DMA interface to reduce packet processing overheads; this work is
orthogonal to ours, as our specialised stacks could benefit from such a DMA interface. Some
hardware vendors provide rich packet filtering capabilities to offload security checks, and so-
phisticated load balancing decisions to the hardware (e.g., Solarflare 10GbE NICs). Others have
gone further and designed advanced NIC ASICs that are able to run a fully-fledged TCP/IP
stack [Cht6; ToE05]. Mostly known as TCP Offload Engine (TOE), this technology completely
bypasses the in-kernel network stack, while still relying on the BSD socket layer abstraction for
transparent application compatibility: the ASIC TCP/IP stack is DMAing data directly to and
from the kernel socket buffers. This approach can dramatically reduce latency and CPU utili-
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sation, however, this comes at the cost of flexibility, and scalability (due to limited resources).
TCP Offload Engines are typically supplied as a black box for consumers, so deploying alter-
native congestion control mechanisms, advanced tuning, customisation, or even bug fixes could
be difficult or even impossible.

Kernel bypass, and several other techniques that have been used to accelerate network packet
processing have been recently employed to optimise storage I/O performance. Historically,
magnetic disks have been the de facto standard in enterprise storage: spindle latency in this
case was the limiting factor in scaling storage performance; with modern flash disks, hardware
throughput and latency is no longer the bottleneck. Intel’s SPDK [SPDK] is a contemporary
effort to diskmap (see Chapter 4.3.1), that implements a high throughput and low latency NVMe
storage I/O framework, by running the NVMe device drivers fully in userspace. FusionIO’s Di-
rect File System [JBL+10] also uses direct userspace I/O access that bypasses the buffer cache,
to achieve up to 20% better performance over the ext3 filesystem while using vendor-specific
(ioDrive) disks. Moneta-D [Cau10] is a software and hardware platform that reduces access
latency of flash-based SSDs by offloading permissions checks to the hardware, and allowing
DMA operation handling from userspace without any kernel mediation.

2.5 Alternative transport, and application-layer protocols

In the scope of this dissertation, we seek to improve system performance with transport- and
application- layer protocols that are widely deployed in the real world (e.g., TCP, UDP, HTTP
etc). Over the years, however, a number of researchers have argued about fundamental limi-
tations in these extensively used protocol stacks that affect both network characteristics (e.g.,
latency), and system efficiency.

In 1989, David D. Clark et. al conducted an analysis of the TCP processing overhead, arguing
that the observed performance limitations stem from poor implementation or hardware bottle-
necks, and are not inherent to the protocol itself [CJR+89]. Although this study concludes that
a solid implementation of TCP can keep up with high packet rates and throughput, it does not
actually claim that network processing is cheap, but rather that most of the overhead is asso-
ciated with functions such as buffer and timer management, checksums etc. Moreover it only
investigates the TCP fast path (not connection establishment, retransmission etc), and is actu-
ally based on relatively older hardware, and slower network adapters. The emergence of the first
10GbE adapters revealed that faster networking hardware could actually strain server resources
(CPU and memory bandwidth), and the associated cost could be attributed to both TCP and the
required OS support (e.g., socket API) [Bal04; FHH+03]. Several systems have been designed
to completely avoid the use of TCP, to work around all of the performance limitations related
to both the protocol specifics (e.g., connection establishment delay due to 3-way handshake),
as well as the conventional stack implementations’ shortcomings (e.g., poor performance with
short-lived connections). Facebook’s memcached deployment relies on UDP in order to reduce
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latency and overhead for get requests [NFG+13]. Similarly, MICA [LHA+14] is a scalable
in-memory key-value store that relies on direct userspace I/O (via DPDK) and UDP to scale
performance of read requests in large-scale deployments. In 2013, Google has presented QUIC,
an experimental new transport designed from scratch to improve performance for HTTPS traf-
fic, and replace the traditional HTTP (1.1 or 2), TLS, and TCP stacks. QUIC was built as
a user-level transport on top of UDP [LRW+17; QUIC], and is currently widely deployed at
Google servers. Although these systems manage to minimise system overheads, this does not
come without compromises: reliable transmission and congestion control is still required for
efficient operation, and now this has to be part of the application itself.

Following U-Net [EBB+95], the Infiniband hardware standard [Inf4] focussed on maximising
throughput and reducing latency for parallel applications, by minimising OS involvement in the
network fast path. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is another increasingly adopted
model for userspace networking [RDMA], especially in datacenter environments. RDMA-
based systems typically leverage specialised NIC adapters (Infiniband) to offload network pro-
cessing, and give applications the ability to perform read and write operations from/to virtual
memory regions of remote machines, without any need for OS intervention [DNH+14; MGL13;
ORS+11]. RDMA can greatly reduce latency, however, it requires specialised hardware, and
more importantly it assumes a mutual trust model between client and server for efficient us-
age5, an assumption that is not valid for Wide Area Network (WAN) services.

Several workloads are considered particularly stressful for commodity stacks due to specific
properties (e.g., short-lived flows as we have shown previously). To work around several of
these issues the networking community has also experimented with several application-layer
protocol modifications/enhancements. Modern web pages, for example, are highly content-
rich, but the corresponding user web traffic is, perhaps counter-intuitively, composed of many
shorter flows [AER+11; All12]. This happens because modern user browsers open multiple
flows per server in order to parallelise fetching the different web objects of a page. Although
HTTP/1.1 supports request pipelining, so that a client can use a single TCP connection to
fetch multiple objects, this feature is rarely used because it requires HTTP request serialisa-
tion, and hence increased latency and head-of-line blocking occurs, leading to significantly
higher page load times [AER+11]. To address these limitations Google’s SPDY [SPDY] has
been used as an enhancement to HTTP/1.1, and formed the basis of the technical specification
of HTTP/2 [BPM15]. These protocols manage to significantly reduce the web page load times
by multiplexing HTTP request and responses, and by supporting header compression, and pri-
oritisation of requests. These application layer protocol optimisations assist to partially work
around several performance limitations of conventional stacks, but are definitely not a compre-
hensive solution by themselves: the benefits are almost negligible with smaller pages, or with
RPC/REST interfaces, and can be easily overwhelmed by dependencies and computation, while
the presence of network packet loss can have detrimental effects in performance [WBK+14].
Nevertheless, these application-layer protocol enhancements are orthogonal to, and could ben-

5Otherwise, memory isolation guarantees are needed at a per-connection granularity.
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efit from many of the system performance improvements presented in this dissertation.

2.6 In-kernel applications

A significant number of research proposals follow a substantially different approach: they pro-
pose partial or full implementation of network applications in kernel, aiming to eliminate the
cost of communication between kernel and userspace. Although this design decision improves
performance significantly, it comes at the cost of limited security and reliability. A representa-
tive example of this category is kHTTPd [Bar00], a kernel-based web server which still relies
on the BSD socket interface: being a kernel daemon itself, kHTTPd interfaces directly internal
kernel structures and it avoids the extra overhead associated with the user-kernel interface (ex-
plicit domain crossing overheads, TLB flushing, memory copies etc). TUX [LEM00] is another
noteworthy example of in-kernel network applications. Unlike kHTTPd, TUX emphasises on
specialisation, and achieves greater performance by eliminating the socket layer and pinning
the static content it serves in memory. We have adopted several of these ideas in our prototypes,
although our approach is not kernel-based.

Several other optimisations violate the end-to-end principle [SRC84] in favour of performance,
by blurring the barriers between the user-level application layers, and the kernel-level protocol
processing. For example, HTTP accept filters in FreeBSD [ACF+H] allow an application to
request the kernel to pre-process incoming connections, and ideally defer handing them over to
the userspace application up until a complete HTTP request has been buffered by the kernel,
so as to eliminate unnecessary context switching. Solaris’ NCA accelerates web server per-
formance by maintaining an in-kernel cache of accessed web pages, and either fully handles
the request in kernel, or passes it to a user-level HTTP server via a door [NCA]. Similar to
NCA, the Windows HTTP.sys response cache also accelerates HTTP performance, by handling
several HTTP requests entirely in the kernel.

2.7 Microkernels, unikernels, and research operating systems

Microkernel designs such as Mach [ABG+86] have long appealed to OS designers, pushing
core services (such as network stacks) into user processes so that they can be more easily de-
veloped, customised, and multiply-instantiated. Hydra’s [WCC+74] capability-based, object-
oriented design focusses on extensibility, allowing user-level programs to manage resources
through multi-level policies. Exokernels also expose hardware features to userspace via a
lightweight, low-level kernel interface, and implement system abstractions via library oper-
ating systems [EKO95]. The Cheetah web server [GEK+02] was built on top of an Exokernel
library OS, allowing developers to greatly improve performance by directly accessing hardware
and using a specialised network stack and file system; our Sandstorm stack presented in detail
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OS Language Target Environment

OSv [KLC+14] C/Java KVM, Xen
RUMP [Kan12] C Linux kernel, POSIX
Drawbridge [PBH+11] C Windows “picoprocess”
MirageOS [MMR+13] OCaml Xen, KVM, kFreeBSD, POSIX
Exokernel [EKO95] C Aegis, XOK
Arrakis [PLZ+14] C Barrelfish, POSIX
IX [BPP+16] C “Dune” [BBM+12] process

Figure 2.9: A selection of library OSes, and their target environments.

in Chapter 3 was greatly inspired by this work. Scout [MP96] and Nemesis [LMB+06] also
follow a similar direction, by restructuring the OS into libraries that are linked to user-level
applications. The SPIN [BSP+95] operating system uses language and link-time mechanisms
that allow loading of extension system services in kernel, aiming to achieve on-demand spe-
cialisation of the operating system according to the needs of each individual application. More
recently, Drawbridge [PBH+11] has demonstrated a scalable redesign of a real commercial OS
(Windows 7), to a library OS; it defines a deliberately narrow and lightweight ABI of 36 calls
to virtualise a host kernel towards the library OS.

Unikernel designs such as MirageOS [MMR+13] likewise blend operating-system and appli-
cation components at compile-time, trimming unneeded software elements to accomplish ex-
tremely small memory footprints— although by static code analysis rather than application-
specific specialisation. Unikernels are single address space systems, and usually bundle an
application with a selection of system components to produce a lightweight image. Most com-
monly, unikernel implementations use a single type-safe language (e.g., OCaml for MirageOS,
Haskell for HalVM [GLIS+H]) and all the necessary basic components are developed from
scratch. Unlike MirageOS and HalVM, OSv [KLC+14] and RUMP kernels [Kan12] focus on
providing compatibility with a wide range of existing applications, avoiding the need to re-
implement all the necessary building blocks (e.g., drivers, filesystems). ClickOS [MAR+14]
modifies the ABI, to achieve high-performance, dense deployments of Xen VMs that specialise
in network processing applications (e.g., routing, forwarding).

Arrakis [PLZ+14] is a research operating system that leverages hardware virtualisation to ef-
ficiently decouple the control and data planes for I/O-intensive applications. Diskmap (see
Chapter 4.3.1) was partially inspired by Arrakis, which first applied the idea of a fast and safe
user-level storage data plane. Similarly, IX [BPP+16] uses hardware virtualisation to enforce
safety, while utilising zero-copy APIs and adaptive batching to achieve high performance net-
work I/O.
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2.8 Summary

Modern hardware capabilities are improving at a tremendous pace, and this presents a major
challenge for contemporary systems software, which plainly fails to effectively utilise the full
hardware potential. This chapter traces the most influential accomplishments in network, and
storage hardware, as well as CPU microarchitecture. It also surveys many existing software sys-
tems that are widely used for Internet or data center servers. Through a set of microbenchmarks
we illustrate the mismatch between contemporary OS and hardware capabilities in terms of
network and storage I/O performance. We start by examining major changes in CPU microar-
chitecture along with their practical implications (§2.2), then discuss challenges, limitations,
and existing optimisations of conventional operating systems when serving common critical
workloads (§2.3), and finally survey alternative approaches in systems design that attempt to
overcome known limitations of commodity stacks, and push I/O performance (§2.4, §2.7).

Conventional operating systems suffer from generality, which in contemporary implementations
translates to high asynchrony, bufferbloat, and legacy suboptimal data structures, mechanisms
and APIs: these flaws have a detrimental impact in I/O performance, especially in modern
hardware generations. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the design of clean-slate stacks that manage
to overcome historical bottlenecks in scaling I/O performance, and fully utilise hardware re-
sources.





Chapter 3

Network stack specialisation

Contemporary network stacks are masterpieces of generality, supporting many edge-node and
middle-node functions. Generality comes at a high performance cost: current APIs, memory
models, and implementations drastically limit the effectiveness of increasingly powerful hard-
ware. Generality has historically been required so that individual systems could perform many
functions. However, as providers have scaled services to support millions of users, they have
transitioned toward thousands (or millions) of dedicated servers, each performing a few func-
tions. We argue that the overhead of generality is now a key obstacle to effective scaling, making
specialisation not only viable, but necessary.

In this chapter, we present Sandstorm and Namestorm, web and DNS servers that utilise a clean-
slate userspace network stack that exploits knowledge of application-specific workloads. In par-
ticular, these systems are focussed on workloads that fit in the main memory (DRAM), so per-
sistent storage is intentionally left out of the network fast path; we relax this constraint in chap-
ter 4. Based on the netmap framework, our novel approach merges application and network-
stack memory models, aggressively amortises protocol-layer costs based on application-layer
knowledge, couples tightly with the NIC event model, and exploits microarchitectural features.
Simultaneously, the servers retain use of conventional programming frameworks. We compare
our approach with the FreeBSD and Linux stacks using the nginx web server and NSD name
server, demonstrating 2–10× and 9× improvements in web-server and DNS throughput, lower
CPU usage, linear multicore scaling, and saturated NIC hardware.

3.1 Introduction

Conventional network stacks were designed in an era where individual systems had to perform
multiple diverse functions. In the last decade, the advent of cloud computing and the ubiquity of
networking has changed this model; today, large content providers serve hundreds of millions
of customers. To scale their systems, they are forced to employ many thousands of servers, with
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each providing only a single network service. Yet most content is still served with conventional
general-purpose network stacks.

These general-purpose stacks have not stood still, but today’s stacks are the result of numerous
incremental updates on top of codebases that were originally developed in the early 1990s.
Arguably, these network stacks have proved to be quite efficient, flexible, and reliable, and this
is the reason that they still form the core of contemporary networked systems. They also provide
a stable programming API, simplifying software development. But this generality comes with
significant costs, and we argue that the overhead of generality is now a key obstacle to effective
scaling, making specialisation necessary.

In this chapter we revisit the idea of specialised network stacks. In particular, we develop
Sandstorm, a specialised userspace stack for serving static web content, and Namestorm, a spe-
cialised stack implementing a high performance DNS server. More importantly, however, our
approach does not simply shift the network stack to userspace: we also promote tight integration
and specialisation of application and stack functionality, achieving cross-layer optimisations an-
tithetical to current design practices.

Servers such as Sandstorm could be used for serving images such as the Facebook logo, as
OCSP [MAM+99] responders for certificate revocations, or as front end caches to popular dy-
namic content. This is a role that conventional stacks should be good at: nginx [NGINX]
uses the sendfile system call to hand over serving static content to the operating system.
FreeBSD and Linux then implement zero-copy stacks, at least for the payload data itself, using
scatter-gather to directly DMA the payload from the disk buffer cache to the NIC. They also
utilise the features of smart network hardware, such as TCP Segmentation Offload (TSO) and
Large Receive Offload (LRO) to further improve performance. With such optimisations, nginx
does perform well, but as we will demonstrate, a specialised stack can outperform it by a large
margin.

Namestorm is aimed at handling extreme DNS loads, such as might be seen at the root name-
servers, or when a server is under a high-rate DDoS attack. The open-source state of the art here
is NSD [NSD], which combined with a modern OS that minimises data copies when sending
and receiving UDP packets, performs well. Namestorm, however, can outperform it by a factor
of nine.

Our userspace web server and DNS server are built upon FreeBSD’s netmap [Riz12] framework,
which directly maps the NIC buffer rings to userspace. We will show that not only is it possible
for a specialised stack to beat nginx, but on data-center-style networks when serving small files
which is typical of many web pages, it can achieve three times the throughput on older hardware,
and more than six times the throughput on modern hardware supporting DDIO1.

The demonstrated performance improvements come from four places. First, we implement a
complete zero-copy stack, not only for payload but also for all packet headers, so sending data is

1Direct Data I/O. For more details, see Section 3.2.4
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very efficient. Second, we allow aggressive amortisation that spans traditionally stiff boundaries
– e.g., application-layer code can request pre-segmentation of data intended to be sent multiple
times, and extensive batching is used to mitigate system-call overhead from userspace. Third,
our implementation is synchronous, clocked from received packets; this improves cache locality
and minimises the latency of sending the first packet of the response. Finally, on recent systems,
Intel’s DDIO provides substantial benefits, but only if packets to be sent are already in the L3
cache and received packets are processed to completion immediately. It is hard to ensure this
on conventional stacks, but a special-purpose stack can get much closer to this ideal.

Of course, userspace stacks are not a novel concept. Indeed, the Cheetah web server for MIT’s
XOK Exokernel [EKO95] operating system took a similar approach, and demonstrated signifi-
cant performance gains over the NCSA web server in 1994. Despite this, the concept has never
really taken off, and in the intervening years conventional stacks have improved immensely.
Unlike XOK, our specialised userspace stacks are built on top of a conventional FreeBSD op-
erating system. We will show that it is possible to get all the performance gains of a specialised
stack without needing to rewrite all the ancillary support functions provided by a mature oper-
ating system (e.g., the file system). Combined with the need to scale server clusters, we believe
that the time has come to re-evaluate special-purpose stacks on today’s hardware.

The key contributions of our work are:

• We discuss many of the issues that affect performance in conventional stacks, even though
they use APIs aimed at high performance such as sendfile and recvmmsg.

• We describe the design and implementation of multiple modular, highly specialised,
application-specific stacks built over a commodity operating system while avoiding these
pitfalls. In contrast to prior work, we demonstrate that it is possible to utilise both conven-
tional and specialised stacks in a single system. This allows us to deploy specialisation
selectively, optimising networking while continuing to utilise generic OS components
such as filesystems without disruption.

• We demonstrate that specialised network stacks designed for aggressive cross-layer opti-
misations create opportunities for new and at times counter-intuitive hardware-sensitive
optimisations. For example, we find that violating the long-held tenet of data-copy min-
imisation can increase DMA performance for certain workloads on recent CPUs.

• We present hardware-grounded performance analyses of our specialised network stacks
side-by-side with highly optimised conventional network stacks. We evaluate our op-
timisations over multiple generations of hardware, suggesting portability despite rapid
hardware evolution.

• We explore the potential of a synchronous network stack blended with asynchronous ap-
plication structures, in stark contrast to conventional asynchronous network stacks sup-
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porting synchronous applications. This approach optimises cache utilisation by both the
CPU and DMA engines, yielding as much as 2-10× conventional stack performance.

3.2 Special-purpose architecture

What is the minimum amount of work that a web server can perform to serve static content
at high speed? It must implement a MAC protocol, IP, TCP (including congestion control),
and HTTP. However, their implementations do not need to conform to the conventional socket
model, split between userspace and kernel, or even implement features such as dynamic TCP
segmentation. For a web server that serves the same static content to huge numbers of clients
(e.g., the Facebook logo or GMail JavaScript), essentially the same functions are repeated again
and again. We wish to explore just how far it is possible to go to improve performance. In
particular, we seek to answer the following questions:

• Conventional network stacks support zero copy for OS-maintained data – e.g., filesystem
blocks in the buffer cache, but not for application-provided HTTP headers or TCP packet
headers. Can we take the zero-copy concept to its logical extreme, in which received
packet buffers are passed from the NIC all the way to the application, and application
packets to be sent are DMAed to the NIC for transmission without even the headers
being copied?

• Conventional stacks make extensive use of queuing and buffering to mitigate context
switches and keep CPUs and NICs busy, at the cost of substantially increased cache foot-
print and latency. Can we adopt a bufferless event model that reimposes synchrony and
avoids large queues that exceed cache sizes? Can we expose link-layer buffer informa-
tion, such as available space in the transmit descriptor ring, to prevent buffer bloat and
reduce wasted work constructing packets that will only be dropped?

• Conventional stacks amortise expenses internally, but cannot amortise repetitive costs
spanning application and network layers. For example, they amortise TCP connection
lookup using Large Receive Offload (LRO) but they cannot amortise the cost of repeated
TCP segmentation of the same data transmitted multiple times. Can we design a network-
stack API that allows cross-layer amortisations to be accomplished such that after the first
client is served, no work is ever repeated when serving subsequent clients?

• Conventional stacks embed the majority of network code in the kernel to avoid the cost
of domain transitions, limiting two-way communication flow through the stack. Can we
utilise efficient batching to allow device drivers to remain in the kernel while co-locating
stack code with the application and avoiding significant latency overhead?

• Can we avoid any data-structure locking, and even cache-line contention, when dealing
with multi-core applications that do not require it?
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Finally, while performing all the above, is there a suitable programming abstraction that allows
these components to be reused for other applications that may benefit from server specialisa-
tion?

3.2.1 Network-stack modularisation

Although monolithic kernels are the de facto standard for networked systems, concerns with
robustness and flexibility continue to drive exploration of microkernel-like approaches. Both
Sandstorm and Namestorm take on several microkernel-like qualities:

Rapid deployment & reusability: Our prototype stack is highly modular, and synthesised from
the bottom up using traditional dynamic libraries as building blocks (components) to construct
a special-purpose system. Each component corresponds to a stand-alone service that exposes
a well-defined API. Our specialised network stacks are built by combining four basic compo-
nents:

• The netmap I/O (libnmio) library that abstracts traditional data-movement and event-
notification primitives needed by higher levels of the stack.

• libeth component, a lightweight Ethernet-layer implementation.

• libtcpip that implements our optimised TCP/IP layer.

• libudpip that implements a UDP/IP layer.

Figure 3.1 depicts how some of these components are used with a simple application layer to
form Sandstorm, the optimised web server.

Splitting functionality into reusable components does not require us to sacrifice the benefits of
exploiting cross-layer knowledge to optimise performance, as memory and control flow move
easily across API boundaries. For example, Sandstorm interacts directly with libnmio to
preload and push segments into the appropriate packet-buffer pools. This preserves a service-
centric approach.

Developer-friendly: Despite seeking inspiration from microkernel design, our approach main-
tains most of the benefits of conventional monolithic systems:

• Debugging is at least as easy (if not easier) compared to conventional systems, as application-
specific, performance-centric code shifts from the kernel to more accessible userspace.

• Our approach integrates well with the general-purpose operating systems: rewriting ba-
sic components such as device drivers or filesystems is not required. We also have direct
access to conventional debugging, tracing, and profiling tools, and can also use the con-
ventional network stack for remote access (e.g., via SSH).
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Figure 3.1: Sandstorm high-level architecture view.

• Instrumentation in Sandstorm is a simple and straightforward task that allows us to ex-
plore potential bottlenecks as well as necessary and sufficient costs in network processing
across application and stack. In addition, off-the-shelf performance monitoring and pro-
filing tools “just work”, and a synchronous design makes them easier to use.

3.2.2 Sandstorm web server design

Rizzo’s netmap framework provides a general-purpose API that allows received packets to be
mapped directly to userspace, and packets to be transmitted to be sent directly from userspace
to the NIC’s DMA rings. Combined with batching to reduce system calls, this provides a
high-performance framework on which to build packet-processing applications. A web server,
however, is not normally thought of as a packet-processing application, but one that handles
TCP streams.

To serve a static file, we load it into memory, and a priori generate all the packets that will be
sent, including TCP, IP, and link-layer headers. When an HTTP request for that file arrives,
the server must allocate a TCP-protocol control block (TCB) to keep track of the connection’s
state, but the packets to be sent have already been created for each file on the server. Our
implementation packetises on startup, but it could equally well do it on demand, the first time a
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file is requested, and the resulting packets retained to serve future requests, managed as a Least
Recently Used (LRU) cache.

The majority of the work is performed during inbound TCP ACK processing. The IP header is
checked, and if it is acceptable, a hash table is used to locate the TCB. The offset of the ACK
number from the start of the connection is used to locate the next prepackaged packet to send,
and if permitted by the congestion and receive windows, subsequent packets. To send these
packets, the destination address and port must be rewritten, and the TCP and IP checksums
incrementally updated. The packet can then be directly fetched by the NIC using netmap. All
reads of the ACK header and modifications to the transmitted packets are performed in a single
pass, ensuring that both the headers and the TCB remain in the CPU’s L1 cache.

Once a packet has been DMAed to the NIC, the packet buffer is returned to Sandstorm, ready
to be incrementally modified again and sent to a different client. However, under high load, the
same packet may need to be queued in the TX ring for a second client before it has finished
being sent to the first client. The same packet buffer cannot be in the TX ring twice, with
different destination address and port. This presents us with two design options:

• We can maintain more than one copy of each packet in memory to cope with this even-
tuality. The extra copy could be created at startup, but a more efficient solution would
create extra copies on demand whenever a high-water mark is reached, and then retained
for future use.

• We can maintain only one long-term copy of each packet, creating ephemeral copies each
time it needs to be sent.

We call the former a pre-copy stack (it is an extreme form of zero-copy stack because in the
steady state it never copies, but differs from the common use of the term “zero copy”), and the
latter a memcpy stack. A pre-copy stack performs less per-packet work than a memcpy stack,
but requires more memory; because of this, it has the potential to thrash the CPU’s L3 cache.
With the memcpy stack, it is more likely for the original version of a packet to be in the L3
cache, but more work is done. We will evaluate both approaches, because it is far from obvious
how CPU cycles trade off against cache misses in modern processors.

Figure 3.2 illustrates trade-offs through traces taken on nginx/Linux and pre-copy Sandstorm
servers that are busy (but unsaturated). On the one hand, a batched design measurably increases
TCP round-trip time with a relatively idle CPU. On the other hand, Sandstorm amortises or
eliminates substantial parts of per-request processing through a more efficient architecture. Un-
der light load, the benefits are pronounced; at saturation, the effect is even more significant.

Although most work is synchronous within the ACK processing code path, TCP still needs
timers for certain operations. Sandstorm’s timers are scheduled by polling the Time Stamp
Counter (TSC): although not as accurate as other clock sources, it is accessible from userspace
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at the cost of a single CPU instruction (on modern hardware). The TCP slow timer routine is in-
voked periodically (every ~500ms) and traverses the list of active TCBs: on RTO expiration, the
congestion window and slow-start threshold are adjusted accordingly, and any unacknowledged
segments are retransmitted. The same routine also releases TCBs that have been in TIME_WAIT
state for longer than 2*MSL. There is no buffering whatsoever required for retransmissions: we
identify the segment that needs to be retransmitted using the oldest unacknowledged number as
an offset, retrieve the next available prepackaged packet and adjust its headers accordingly, as
with regular transmissions. Sandstorm currently implements TCP Reno for congestion control.

3.2.3 The Namestorm DNS server

The same principles applied in the Sandstorm web server, also apply to a wide range of servers
returning the same content to multiple users. Authoritative DNS servers are often targets of
DDoS attacks – they represent a potential single point of failure, and because DNS tradition-
ally uses UDP, lacks TCP’s three way handshake to protect against attackers using spoofed IP
addresses. Thus, high performance DNS servers are of significant interest.

Unlike TCP, the conventional UDP stack is actually quite lightweight, and DNS servers already
preprocess zone files and store response data in memory. Is there still an advantage running a
specialised stack?

Most DNS-request processing is simple. When a request arrives, the server performs sanity
checks, hashes the concatenation of the name and record type being requested to find the re-
sponse, and sends that data. We can preprocess the responses so that they are already stored as
a prepackaged UDP packet. As with HTTP, the destination address and port must be rewritten,
the identifier must be updated, and the UDP and IP checksums must be incrementally updated.
After the initial hash, all remaining processing is performed in one pass, allowing processing of
DNS response headers to be performed from the L1 cache. As with Sandstorm, we can use pre-
copy or memcpy approaches so that more than one response for the same name can be placed
in the DMA ring at a time.

Our specialised userspace DNS server stack is composed of three reusable building blocks, lib-
nmio, libeth, libudpip, and a DNS-specific application layer. As with Sandstorm, Namestorm
uses FreeBSD’s netmap API, implementing the entire stack in userspace, and uses netmap’s
batching to amortise system call overhead. libnmio and libeth are the same as used by Sand-
storm, whereas libudpip contains UDP-specific code closely integrated with an IP layer. Namestorm
is an authoritative nameserver, so it does not need to handle recursive lookups.

Namestorm preprocesses the zone file upon startup, creating DNS response packets for all the
entries in the zone, including the answer section and any glue records needed. In addition to
type-specific queries for A, NS, MX and similar records, DNS also allows queries for ANY. A
full implementation would need to create additional response packets to satisfy these queries;
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our implementation does not yet do so, but the only effect this would have is to increase the
overall memory footprint. In practice, ANY requests appear to be comparatively rare.

Namestorm indexes the prepackaged DNS response packets using a hash table. There are two
ways to do this:

• Index by concatenation of request type (e.g., A, NS, etc) and fully-qualified domain name
(FQDN); for example, “www.example.com”.

• Index by concatenation of request type and the wire-format FQDN as this appears in an
actual query; for example, “[3]www[7]example[3]com[0]” where [3] is a single byte
containing the numeric value 3.

Using the wire request format is obviously faster, but DNS permits compression of names.
Compression is common in DNS answers, where the same domain name occurs more than once,
but proves rare in requests. If we implement wire-format hash keys, we must first perform a
check for compression; these requests are decompressed and then re-encoded to uncompressed
wire-format for hashing. The choice is therefore between optimising for the common case,
using wire-format hash keys, or optimising for the worst case, assuming compression will be
common, and using FQDN hash keys. The former is faster, but the latter is more robust to a
DDoS attack by an attacker taking advantage of compression. We evaluate both approaches, as
they illustrate different performance trade-offs.

Our implementation does not currently handle referrals, so it can handle only zones for which
it is authoritative for all the sub-zones. It could not, for example, handle the .com zone, be-
cause it would receive queries for www.example.com, but only have hash table entries for
example.com. Truncating the hash key is trivial to do as part of the translation to an FQDN,
so if Namestorm were to be used for a domain such as .com, the FQDN version of hashing
would be a reasonable approach.

3.2.4 Main event loop

To understand how the pieces fit together and the nature of interaction between Sandstorm,
Namestorm, and netmap, we consider the timeline for processing ACK packets in more de-
tail. Figure 3.3 summarises Sandstorm’s main loop. SYN/FIN handling, HTTP, and timers are
omitted from this outline, but also take place. However, most work is performed in the ACK
processing code.

One important consequence of this architecture is that the NIC’s TX ring serves as the sole
output queue, taking the place of conventional socket buffers and software network-interface
queues. This is possible because retransmitted TCP packets are generated in the same way as
normal data packets. As Sandstorm is fast enough to saturate two 10Gb/s NICs with a single
thread on one core, data structures are also lock free.
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1. Call RX poll to receive a batch of received packets that have been stored in the NIC’s
RX ring; block if none are available.

2. For each ACK packet in the batch:

3. Perform Ethernet and IP input sanity checks.

4. Locate the TCB for the connection.

5. Update the acknowledged sequence numbers in TCB; update receive window and
congestion window.

6. For each new TCP data packet that can now be sent, or each lost packet that
needs retransmitting:

7. Find a free copy of the TCP data packet (or clone one if needed).
8. Correct the destination IP address, destination port, sequence numbers, and

incrementally update the TCP checksum.
9. Add the packet to the NIC’s TX ring.

10. Check if δ t has passed since last TX poll. If it has, call TX poll to send all
queued packets.

11. Loop back to step 1.

Figure 3.3: Outline of the main Sandstorm event loop.

When the workload is heavy enough to saturate the CPU, the system-call rate decreases. The
receive batch size increases as calls to RX poll become less frequent, improving efficiency at
the expense of increased latency. Under extreme load, the RX ring will fill, dropping packets.
At this point the system is saturated and, as with any web server, it must bound the number of
open connections by dropping some incoming SYNs.

Under heavier load, the TX-poll system call happens in the RX handler. In our current design,
δ t, the interval between calls to TX poll in the steady state, is a constant set to 80µs. The
system-call rate under extreme load could likely be decreased by further increasing δ t, but as
the pre-copy version of Sandstorm can easily saturate all six 10Gb/s NICs in our systems for
all file sizes, we have thus far not needed to examine this. Under lighter load, incoming packets
might arrive too rarely to provide acceptable latency for transmitted packets; a 5ms timer will
trigger transmission of straggling packets in the NIC’s TX ring.

The difference between the pre-copy version and the memcpy version of Sandstorm is purely
in step 7, where the memcpy version will simply clone the single original packet rather than
search for an unused existing copy.

Contemporary Intel server processors support Direct Data I/O (DDIO). DDIO allows NIC-
originated Direct Memory Access (DMA) over PCIe to access DRAM through the proces-
sor’s Last-Level Cache (LLC). For network transmit, DDIO is able to pull data from the cache
without a detour through system memory; likewise, for receive, DMA can place data in the pro-
cessor cache. DDIO implements administrative limits on LLC utilisation intended to prevent
DMA from thrashing the cache. This design has the potential to significantly reduce latency
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and increase I/O bandwidth.

“Memcpy” Sandstorm forces the payload of the copy to be in the CPU cache from which DDIO
can DMA it to the NIC without needing to load it from memory again. With pre-copy, the CPU
only touches the packet headers, so if the payload is not in the CPU cache, DDIO must load it,
potentially impacting performance. These interactions are subtle, and we will look at them in
detail.

Namestorm follows the same basic outline, but is simpler as DNS is stateless: it does not need
a TCB, and sends a single response packet to each request.

3.2.5 API

As discussed, all of our stack components provide well-defined APIs to promote reusability.
Table 3.1 presents a selection of API functions exposed by libnmio and libtcpip. In this
section we describe some of the most interesting properties of the APIs.

libnmio is the lowest-level component: it handles all interaction with netmap and abstracts
the main event loop. Higher layers (e.g., libeth) register callback functions to receive raw
incoming data as well as set timers for periodic events (e.g., TCP slow timer). The function
netmap_ouput is the main transmission routine: it enqueues a packet to the transmission
ring either by memory or zero copying and also implements an adaptive batching algorithm.

Since there is no socket layer, the application must directly interface with the network stack.
With TCP as the transport layer, it acquires a TCB (TCP Control Block), binds it to a specific
IPv4 address and port, and sets it to LISTEN state using API functions. The application must
also register callback functions to accept connections, receive and process data from active
connections, as well as act on successful delivery of sent data (e.g., to close the connection or
send more data).

3.3 Evaluation

To explore Sandstorm and Namestorm’s performance and behaviour, we evaluated using both
older and more recent hardware. On older hardware, we employed Linux 3.6.7 and FreeBSD
9-STABLE. On newer hardware, we used Linux 3.12.5 and FreeBSD 10-STABLE. We ran
Sandstorm and Namestorm on FreeBSD.

For the old hardware, we use three systems: two clients and one server, connected via a 10GbE
crossbar switch. All test systems are equipped with an Intel 82598EB dual port 10GbE NIC,
8GB RAM, and two quad-core 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon X5355 CPUs. In 2006, these were high-
end servers. For the new hardware, we use seven systems; six clients and one server, all directly
connected via dedicated 10GbE links. The server has three dual-port Intel 82599EB 10GbE
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NICs, 128GB RAM and a quad-core Intel Xeon E5-2643 CPU. In 2014, these are well-equipped
contemporary servers.

The most interesting improvements between these hardware generations are in the memory
subsystem. The older Xeons have a conventional architecture with a single 1,333MHz memory
bus serving both CPUs. The newer machines, as with all recent Intel server processors, support
Data Direct I/O (DDIO), so whether data to be sent is in the cache can have a significant impact
on performance.

Our hypothesis is that Sandstorm will be significantly faster than nginx on both platforms;
however, the reasons for this may differ. Experience [EGH+08] has shown that the older systems
often bottleneck on memory latency, and as Sandstorm is not CPU-intensive, we would expect
this to be the case. A zero-copy stack should thus be a big win. In addition, as cores contend
for memory, we would expect that adding more cores does not help greatly.

On the other hand, with DDIO, the new systems are less likely to bottleneck on memory. The
concern, however, would be that DDIO could thrash at least part of the CPU cache. On these
systems, we expect that adding more cores would help performance, but that in doing so, we
may experience scalability bottlenecks such as lock contention in conventional stacks. Sand-
storm’s lock-free stack can simply be replicated onto multiple 10GbE NICs, with one core per
two NICs to scale performance. In addition, as load increases, the number of packets to be sent
or received per system call will increase due to application-level batching. Thus, under heavy
load, we would hope that the number of system calls per second to still be acceptable despite
shifting almost all network-stack processing to userspace.

The question, of course, is how well do these design choices play out in practice?

3.3.1 Experiment design: Sandstorm

We evaluated the performance of Sandstorm through a set of experiments and compare our
results against the nginx web server running on both FreeBSD and Linux. Nginx is a high-
performance, low-footprint web server that follows the non-blocking, event-driven model: it
relies on OS primitives such as kqueue for readiness event notifications, it uses sendfile
to send HTTP payload directly from the kernel, and it asynchronously processes requests.

Contemporary web pages are immensely content-rich, but they mainly consist of smaller web
objects such as images and scripts. The distribution of requested object sizes for Yahoo! CDN,
reveals that 90% of the content is smaller than 25KB [AER+11]. The conventional network
stack and web-server application perform well when delivering large files by utilising OS prim-
itives and NIC hardware features. Conversely, multiple simultaneous short-lived HTTP connec-
tions are considered a heavy workload that stresses the kernel-userspace interface and reveals
performance bottlenecks: even with sendfile to send the payload, the size of the transmitted
data is not quite enough to compensate for the system cost.
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For all the benchmarks, we configured nginx to serve content from a RAM disk to eliminate
disk-related I/O bottlenecks. Similarly, Sandstorm preloads the data to be sent and performs
its pre-segmentation phase before the experiments begin. We use weighttp [WEIG] to generate
load with multiple concurrent clients. Each client generates a series of HTTP requests, with
a new connection being initiated immediately after the previous one terminates. For each ex-
periment we measure throughput, and we vary the size of the file served, exploring possible
trade-offs between throughput and system load. Finally, we run experiments with a realistic
workload by using a trace of files with sizes that follow the distribution of requested HTTP
objects of the Yahoo! CDN.

3.3.2 Sandstorm results

First, we wish to explore how file size affects performance. Sandstorm is designed with small
files in mind, and batching to reduce overheads, whereas the conventional sendfile ought to
be better for larger files.

Figure 3.4 shows performance as a function of content size, comparing pre-copy Sandstorm
and nginx running on both FreeBSD and Linux. With a single 10GbE NIC (Fig. 3.4a and
3.4b), Sandstorm outperforms nginx for smaller files by ~23–240%. For larger files, all three
configurations saturate the link. Both conventional stacks are more CPU-hungry for the whole
range of file sizes tested, despite potential advantages such as TSO on bulk transfers.

To scale to higher bandwidths, we added more 10GbE NICs and client machines. Figure 3.4c
shows aggregate throughput with four 10GbE NICs. Sandstorm saturates all four NICs using
just two CPU cores, but neither Linux nor FreeBSD can saturate the NICs with files smaller
than 128KB, even though they use four CPU cores.

As we add yet more NICs, shown in Figure 3.4e, the difference in performance gets larger
for a wider range of file sizes. With 6×10GbE NICs Sandstorm gives between 10% and 10×
more throughput than FreeBSD for file sizes in the range of 4–256KB. Linux fares worse,
experiencing a performance drop (see Figure 3.4e) compared to FreeBSD with smaller file sizes
and 5–6 NICs. Low CPU utilisation is normally good, but here (Figures 3.4f, 3.5b), idle time
is undesirable since the NICs are not yet saturated. We have not identified any single obvious
cause for this degradation. Packet traces show the delay to occur between the connection being
accepted and the response being sent. There is no single kernel lock being held for especially
long, and although locking is not negligible, it does not dominate, either. The system suffers
one soft page fault for every two connections on average, but no hard faults, so data is already
in the disk buffer cache, and TCB recycling is enabled. This is an example of how hard it can be
to find performance problems with conventional stacks. Interestingly, this was an application-
specific behaviour triggered only on Linux: in benchmarks we conducted with other web servers
(e.g., lighttpd [LHTPD], OpenLiteSpeed [OLSP]) we did not experience a similar performance
collapse on Linux with more than four NICs. We have chosen, however, to present the nginx
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Figure 3.4: Sandstorm throughput vs. file sizes and number of NICs.
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Figure 3.5: Network throughput and CPU utilisation vs. number of NICs while serving a
Yahoo! CDN-like workload.

datasets as it offered the greatest overall scalability in both operating systems.

It is clear that Sandstorm dramatically improves network performance when it serves small web
objects, but somewhat surprisingly, it performs better for larger files too. For completeness, we
evaluate Sandstorm using a realistic workload: following the distribution of requested HTTP
object sizes of the Yahoo! CDN [AER+11], we generated a trace of 1,000 files ranging from
a few KB up to ~20MB which were served from both Sandstorm and nginx. On the clients,
we modified weighttp to benchmark the server by concurrently requesting files in a random
order. Figures 3.5a and 3.5b highlight the achieved network throughput and the CPU utilisation
of the server as a function of the number of the network adapters. The network performance
improvement is more than 2× while CPU utilisation is reduced.

Finally, we evaluated whether Sandstorm handles high packet loss correctly. With 80 simul-
taneous clients and 1% packet loss, as expected, throughput plummets. FreeBSD achieves
approximately 640Mb/s and Sandstorm roughly 25% less. This is not fundamental, but is due
to FreeBSD’s more fine-grained retransmit timer and its use of NewReno congestion control
rather than Reno, which could also be implemented in Sandstorm. Neither network nor server
is stressed in this experiment – if there had been a real congested link causing the loss, both
stacks would have filled it.

Throughout, we have invested considerable effort in profiling and optimising conventional net-
work stacks, both to understand their design choices and bottlenecks, and to provide the fairest
possible comparison. We applied conventional performance tuning to Linux and FreeBSD, such
as increasing hash-table sizes, manually tuning CPU work placement for multiqueue NICs,
and adjusting NIC parameters such as interrupt mitigation. In collaboration with Netflix, we
also developed a number of TCP and virtual-memory subsystem performance optimisations for
FreeBSD, reducing lock contention under high packet loads. One important optimisation is re-
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Figure 3.6: Sandstorm throughput, system call rate, and CPU utilisation vs. variable num-
ber of NICs and file sizes.
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lated to sendfile, in which contention within the VM subsystem occurred while TCP-layer
socket-buffer locks were held, triggering a cascade to the system as a whole. These changes
have been upstreamed to FreeBSD for inclusion in a future release.

To copy or not to copy

The pre-copy variant of Sandstorm maintains more than one copy of each segment in memory
so that it can send the same segment to multiple clients simultaneously. This requires more
memory than nginx serving files from RAM. The memcpy variant only enqueues copies, re-
quiring a single long-lived version of each packet, and uses a similar amount of memory to
nginx. How does this memcpy affect performance? Figure 3.6 explores network throughput,
CPU utilisation, and system-call rate for two- and six-NIC configurations.

With six NICs, the additional memcpy marginally reduces performance (Figure 3.6b) while
exhibiting slightly higher CPU load (Figure 3.6d). In this experiment, Sandstorm only uses
three cores to simplify the comparison, so around 75% utilisation saturates those cores. The
memcpy variant saturates the CPU for files smaller than 32KB, whereas the pre-copy variant
does not. Nginx, using sendfile and all four cores, only catches up for file sizes of 512KB
and above, and even then exhibits higher CPU load.

As file size decreases, the expense of SYN/FIN and HTTP-request processing becomes mea-
surable for both variants, but the pre-copy version has more headroom so is affected less. It
is interesting to observe the effects of batching under overload with the memcpy stack in Fig-
ure 3.6f. With large file sizes, pre-copy and memcpy make the same number of system calls per
second. With small files, however, the memcpy stack makes substantially fewer system calls
per second. This illustrates the efficacy of batching: memcpy has saturated the CPU, and con-
sequently it no longer polls the RX queue as often. As the batch size increases, the system-call
cost decreases, helping the server weather the storm. The pre-copy variant is not stressed here
and continues to poll frequently, but would behave the same way under overload. In the end,
the cost of the additional memcpy is measurable, but still performs quite well.

Results on contemporary hardware are significantly different from those run on older pre-DDIO
hardware. Figure 3.7 shows the results obtained on our 2006-era servers. On the older machines,
Sandstorm outperforms nginx by a factor of three, but the memcpy variant suffers a 30% de-
crease in throughput compared to pre-copy Sandstorm as a result of adding a single memcpy
to the code. It is clear that on these older systems, memory bandwidth is the main performance
bottleneck.

With DDIO, memory bandwidth is not such a limiting factor. Figure 3.9 in Section 3.3.5 shows
the corresponding memory read throughput, as measured using CPU performance counters, for
the network-throughput graphs in Figure 3.6b. With small file sizes, the pre-copy variant of
Sandstorm appears to do more work: the L3 cache cannot hold all of the data, so there are many
more L3 misses than with memcpy. Memory-read throughput for both pre-copy and nginx
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Figure 3.7: Network throughput, 1 NIC, ~23KB file, old hardware.

are closely correlated with their network throughput, indicating that DDIO is not helping on
transmit: DMA comes from memory rather than the cache. The memcpy variant, however, has
higher network throughput than memory throughput, indicating that DDIO is transmitting from
the cache. Unfortunately, this is offset by much higher memory write throughput. Still, this
only causes a small reduction in service throughput. Larger files no longer fit in the L3 cache,
even with memcpy. Memory-read traffic starts to rise with files above 64KB. Despite this,
performance remains high and CPU load decreases, indicating these systems are not limited by
memory bandwidth for this workload.

3.3.3 Experiment design: Namestorm

We use the same clients and server systems to evaluate Namestorm as we used for Sandstorm.
Namestorm is expected to be significantly more CPU-intensive than Sandstorm, mostly due
to fundamental DNS protocol properties: high packet rate and small packets. Based on this
observation, we have changed the network topology of our experiment: we use only one NIC
on the server connected to the client systems via a 10GbE cut-through switch. In order to
balance the load on the server to all available CPU cores we use four dedicated NIC queues and
four Namestorm instances.

We ran Nominum’s dnsperf [DNSP1+] DNS profiling software on the clients. We created zone
files of varying sizes, loaded them onto the DNS servers, and configured dnsperf to query the
zone repeatedly.

3.3.4 Namestorm results

Figure 3.8a shows the performance of Namestorm and NSD running on Linux and FreeBSD
when using a single 10GbE NIC. Performance results of NSD are similar with both FreeBSD
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Figure 3.8: Namestorm performance measurements.

and Linux. Neither operating system can saturate the 10GbE NIC, however, and both show
some performance drop as the zone file grows. On Linux, NSD’s performance drops by ~14%
(from ~689,000 to ~590,000 Queries/sec) as the zone file grows from 1 to 10,000 entries, and
on FreeBSD, it drops by ~20% (from ~720,000 to ~574,000 Qps). For these benchmarks, NSD
saturates all CPU cores on both systems.

For Namestorm, we utilised two datasets, one where the hash keys are in wire-format (w/o
compr.), and one where they are in FQDN format (compr.). The latter requires copying the
search term before hashing it to handle possible compressed requests.

With wire-format hashing, Namestorm memcpy performance is ~11–13× better, depending on
the zone size, when compared to the best results from NSD with either Linux or FreeBSD.
Namestorm’s throughput drops by ~30% as the zone file grows from 1 to 10,000 entries (from
~9,310,000 to ~6,410,000 Qps). The reason for this decrease is mainly the LLC miss rate,
which more than doubles. Dnsperf does not report throughput in Gbps, but given the typical
DNS response size for our zones we can calculate ~8.4Gbps and ~5.9Gbps for the smallest and
largest zone respectively.

With FQDN-format hashing, Namestorm memcpy performance is worse than with wire-format
hashing, but is still ~9–13× better compared to NSD. The extra processing with FQDN-format
hashing costs ~10–20% in throughput, depending on the zone size.

Finally, in Figure 3.8a we observe a noticeable performance overhead with the pre-copy stack,
which we explore in Section 3.3.5.
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3.3.4.1 Effectiveness of batching

One of the biggest performance benefits for Namestorm is that netmap provides an API that
facilitates batching across the system-call interface. To explore the effects of batching, we
configured a single Namestorm instance and one hardware queue, and reran our benchmark
with varying batch sizes. Figure 3.8b illustrates the results: a more than 2× performance gain
when growing the batch size from 1 packet (no batching) to 32 packets. Interestingly, the
performance of a single-core Namestorm without any batching remains more than 2× better
than NSD.

At a minimum, NSD has to make one system call to receive each request and one to send
a response. Recently Linux added the new recvmmsg and sendmmsg system calls to re-
ceive and send multiple UDP messages with a single call. These may go some way to im-
proving NSD’s performance compared to Namestorm. They are, however, UDP-specific, and
sendmmsg requires the application to manage its own transmit-queue batching. When we im-
plemented Namestorm, we already had libnmio, which abstracts and handles all the batching
interactions with netmap, so there is no application-specific batching code in Namestorm.

3.3.5 Data direct I/O

With DDIO, incoming packets are DMAed directly to the CPU’s L3 cache, and outgoing pack-
ets are DMAed directly from the L3 cache, avoiding round trips from the CPU to the memory
subsystem. For lightly loaded servers in which the working set is smaller than the L3 cache,
or in which data is accessed with temporal locality by the processor and DMA engine (e.g.,
touched and immediately sent, or received and immediately accessed), DDIO can dramatically
reduce latency by avoiding memory traffic. Thus DDIO is ideal for RPC-like mechanisms in
which processing latency is low and data will be used immediately before or after DMA. On
heavily loaded systems, it is far from clear whether DDIO will be a win or not. For applications
with a larger cache footprint, or in which communication occurs at some delay from CPU gen-
eration or use of packet data, DDIO could unnecessarily pollute the cache and trigger additional
memory traffic, damaging performance.

Intuitively, one might reasonably assume that Sandstorm’s pre-copy mode might interact best
with DDIO: as with sendfile-based designs, only packet headers enter the L1/L2 caches,
with payload content rarely touched by the CPU. Figure 3.9 illustrates a therefore surprising
effect when operating on small file sizes: overall memory throughput from the CPU package,
as measured using performance counters situated on the DRAM-facing interface of the LLC,
sees significantly less traffic for the memcpy implementation relative to the pre-copy one, which
shows a constant rate roughly equal to network throughput.

This occurs because in the pre-copy cases the majority of the packet payloads (data) remain in
the main memory: the CPU needs to fetch and modify only a single cache line per packet to
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Figure 3.9: Sandstorm memory read throughput, 6NICs.

update the relevant packet headers, while the actual packet payload is fetched from the main
memory with each DMA operation, without polluting the CPU cache2. This practically means
that the per-packet processing cost remains constant, irrespective of the payload length. In the
memcpy case, the CPU loads data into the cache, allowing more complete utilisation of the
cache for network data. However, as the DRAM memory interface is not a bottleneck in the
system as configured, the net result of the additional memcpy, despite better cache utilisation,
is reduced performance. As file sizes increase, the overall footprint of memory copying rapidly
exceeds the LLC size, exceeding network throughput, at which point pre-copy becomes more
efficient. Likewise, one might mistakenly believe simply from inspection of CPU memory
counters that nginx is somehow benefiting from this same effect: in fact, nginx is experiencing
CPU saturation, and it is not until file size reaches 512K that sufficient CPU is available to
converge with pre-copy’s saturation of the network link.

By contrast, Namestorm sees improved performance using the memcpy implementation, as the
cache lines holding packet data must be dirtied due to protocol requirements, in which case
performing the memcpy has little CPU overhead yet allows much more efficient use of the
cache by DDIO.

It is much more difficult to reason about the interaction between a conventional operating sys-
tem, applications like nginx, and DDIO’s effect on L3 cache behaviour. Ideally, we would
experiment by disabling DDIO and monitoring the L3 cache miss rate, but there is no way to
disable it on the Xeon E5 CPUs we have used, nor modify the policy that controls the fraction
of the cache used by DDIO.

2No cache allocation is happening, because the CPU did not load these data.
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3.4 Discussion

We developed Sandstorm and Namestorm to explore the hypothesis that fundamental architec-
tural change might be required to properly exploit rapidly growing CPU core counts and NIC
capacity. Comparisons with Linux and FreeBSD appear to confirm this conclusion far more
dramatically than we expected: while there are small-factor differences between Linux and
FreeBSD performance curves, we observe that their shapes are fundamentally the same. We be-
lieve that this reflects near-identical underlying architectural decisions stemming from common
intellectual ancestry (the BSD network stack and sockets API) and largely incremental changes
from that original design.

Sandstorm and Namestorm adopt fundamentally different architectural approaches, emphasis-
ing transparent memory flow within applications (and not across expensive protection-domain
boundaries), process-to-completion, heavy amortisation, batching, and application-specific cus-
tomisations that seem antithetical to general-purpose stack design. The results are dramatic, ac-
complishing near-linear speedup with increases in core and NIC capacity – completely different
curves possible only with a completely different design.

3.4.1 Current network-stack specialisation

Over the years there have been many attempts to add specialised features to general-purpose
stacks such as FreeBSD and Linux. Examples include sendfile, primarily for web servers,
recvmmsg, mostly aimed at DNS servers, and assorted socket options for telnet. In some
cases, entire applications have been moved to the kernel [Bar00; LEM00] because it was too
difficult to achieve performance through the existing APIs. The problem with these enhance-
ments is that each serves a narrow role, yet still must fit within a general OS architecture, and
thus are constrained in what they can do. Special-purpose userspace stacks do not suffer from
these constraints, and free the programmer to solve a narrow problem in an application-specific
manner while still having the other advantages of a general-purpose OS stack.

3.4.2 The generality of specialisation

Our approach tightly integrates the network stack and application within a single process. This
model, together with optimisations aimed at cache locality or pre-packetisation, naturally fit a
reasonably wide range of performance-critical, event-driven applications such as web servers,
key-value stores, RPC-based services and name servers. As we will show in Chapter 4, even
rate-adaptive video streaming can benefit, as developments such as MPEG-DASH [DASH] and
Apple’s HLS [HLS] have moved intelligence to the client leaving servers as dumb static-content
farms.

Not all network services, however, are a natural fit. For example, CGI-based web services
and general-purpose databases have inherently different properties and are generally CPU- or
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filesystem-intensive, de-emphasising networking bottlenecks. In our design, the control loop
and transport-protocol correctness depend on the timely execution of application-layer func-
tions; blocking in the application cannot be tolerated. A thread-based approach might be more
suitable for such cases. Isolating the network stack and application into different threads still
yields benefits: OS-bypass networking costs less, and saved CPU cycles are available for the
application. However, such an approach requires synchronisation, and so increases complexity
and offers less room for cross-layer optimisation.

We are neither arguing for the exclusive use of specialised stacks over generalised ones, nor
deployment of general-purpose network stacks in userspace. Instead, we propose selectively
identifying key scale-out applications where informed but aggressive exploitation of domain-
specific knowledge and micro-architectural properties will allow cross-layer optimisations. In
such cases, the benefits outweigh the costs of developing and maintaining a specialised stack.

3.4.3 Tracing, profiling, and measurement

One of our greatest challenges in this work was the root-cause analysis of performance is-
sues in contemporary hardware-software implementations. The amount of time spent analysing
network-stack behaviour (often unsuccessfully) dwarfed the amount of time required to imple-
ment Sandstorm and Namestorm.

An enormous variety of tools exist – OS-specific PMC tools, lock contention measurement
tools, tcpdump, Intel vTune, DTrace, and a plethora of application-specific tracing features –
but they suffer many significant limitations. Perhaps most problematic is that the tools are not
holistic: each captures only a fragment of the analysis space – different configuration models,
file formats, and feature sets.

Worse, as we attempted inter-OS analysis (e.g., comparing Linux and FreeBSD lock profiling),
we discovered that tools often measure and report results differently, preventing sensible com-
parison. For example, we found that Linux took packet timestamps at different points than
FreeBSD, FreeBSD uses different clocks for DTrace and BPF, and that while FreeBSD exports
both per-process and per-core PMC stats, Linux supports only the former. Where supported,
DTrace attempts to bridge these gaps by unifying configuration, trace formats, and event names-
paces [CSL04]. However, DTrace also experiences high overhead causing bespoke tools to per-
sist, and is unintegrated with packet-level tools preventing side-by-side comparison of packet
and execution traces. We feel certain that improvement in the state-of-the-art would benefit not
only research, but also the practice of network-stack implementation.

Our special-purpose stacks are synchronous; after netmap hands off packets to userspace, the
control flow is generally linear, and we process packets to completion. This, combined with
lock-free design, means that it is very simple to reason about where time goes when handling
a request flow. General-purpose stacks cannot, by their nature, be synchronous. They must be
asynchronous to balance all the conflicting demands of hardware and applications, managing
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queues without application knowledge, allocating CPU cycles to threads in order to handle those
queues, and ensuring safety via locking. To reason about performance in such systems, we often
resort to statistical sampling because it is not possible to directly follow the control flow. Of
course, not all network applications are well suited to synchronous models; we argue, however,
that imposing the asynchrony of a general-purpose stack on all applications can unnecessarily
complicate debugging, performance analysis, and performance optimisation.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have demonstrated that specialised userspace stacks, built on top of netmap
framework, can vastly improve the performance of scale-out applications. These performance
gains sacrifice generality by adopting design principles at odds with contemporary stack de-
sign: application-specific cross-layer cost amortisations, synchronous and buffering-free pro-
tocol implementations, and an extreme focus on interactions between processors, caches, and
NICs. This approach reflects a widespread adoption of scale-out computing in data centers,
which de-emphasises multi-function hosts in favour of increased large-scale specialisation. Our
performance results are compelling: a 2–10× improvement for web service, and a roughly 9×
improvement for DNS service. Furthermore, these stacks have proven easier to develop and
tune than conventional stacks, and their performance improvements are portable over multiple
generations of hardware.

General-purpose operating system stacks have been around a long time, and have demonstrated
the ability to transcend multiple generations of hardware. We believe the same should be true
of special-purpose stacks, but tuning for particular hardware should be easier. We examined
performance on servers manufactured seven years apart, and demonstrated that although the
performance bottlenecks were now in different places, the same design delivered significant
benefits on both platforms.
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Chapter 4

Network and storage stack specialisation

Conventional operating systems used for video streaming employ an in-memory disk buffer
cache to mask the high latency and low throughput of disks. However, data from Netflix servers
show that this cache has a low hit rate, so does little to improve throughput. Latency is not
the problem it once was either, due to PCIe-attached flash storage. With memory bandwidth
increasingly becoming a bottleneck for video servers, especially when end-to-end encryption
is considered, we revisit the interaction between storage and networking for video streaming
servers in pursuit of higher performance.

We show how to build high-performance userspace network services that saturate existing hard-
ware while serving data directly from disks, with no need for a traditional disk buffer cache. Em-
ploying netmap, and developing a new diskmap service, which provides safe high-performance
userspace direct I/O access to NVMe devices, we amortise system overheads by utilising ef-
ficient batching of outstanding I/O requests, process-to-completion, and zero-copy operation.
We demonstrate how a buffer-cache-free design is not only practical, but required in order to
achieve efficient use of memory bandwidth on contemporary microarchitectures. Minimising
latency between DMA and CPU access by integrating storage and TCP control loops allows
many operations to access only the last-level cache rather than bottlenecking on memory band-
width. We illustrate the power of this design by building Atlas, a video streaming web server
that outperforms state-of-the-art configurations, and achieves ~72Gbps of plaintext or encrypted
network traffic using a fraction of the available CPU cores on commodity hardware.

4.1 Introduction

More than 50% of Internet traffic is now video streamed from services such as Netflix. How
well suited are conventional operating systems to serving such content? In principle, this is an
application that might be well served by off-the shelf solutions. Video streaming involves long-
lived TCP connections, with popular content served directly from the kernel disk buffer cache
using the OS sendfile primitive, so few context switches are required. The TCP stack itself
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has been well tuned over the years, so this must be close to a best-case scenario for commodity
operating systems.

Despite this, Netflix has recently committed a number of significant changes to FreeBSD aimed
at improving streaming from their video servers. Perhaps current operating systems are not
achieving close to the capabilities of the underlying hardware after all?

In Chapter 3 we have shown that a specialised stack can greatly outperform commodity operat-
ing systems for short web downloads of static content served entirely from memory. The main
problem faced by the conventional stack for this workload was context switching between the
user application and OS to accept new connections; our solution achieved high performance
by using a zero-copy architecture closely coupling the HTTP server and the TCP/IP stack in
userspace, using netmap’s [Riz12] batching API to reduce the number of context switches to
fewer than one per connection.

Such a workload is very different from video streaming; Netflix uses large servers with 12 or
more cores and large amounts of RAM, but even so the buffer cache hit ratio is rather low -
generally less than 10% of content can be served from memory without going to disk. At the
same time, hardware trends point in the opposite direction: SSDs have moved storage much
closer to the CPU, particularly in the form of NVMe PCIe-attached drives, and future non-
volatile memory may move it closer still. In addition, on recent Intel CPUs, DMA to and from
both storage and network devices is performed using DDIO [DDIO] directly to the L3 cache
rather than RAM. Storage latencies are now lower than typical network latencies. If we no
longer need a disk buffer cache to mask storage latencies, can we rethink how we build these
servers that stream the majority of Internet content?

We set out to answer this question. First we examine Netflix’s changes to the FreeBSD operating
system to understand the problems they faced building high-performance video servers. The
story has become more complicated recently as the need for privacy has caused video providers
to move towards using HTTPS for streaming. We examine the implications on the performance
of the Netflix stack.

We then designed a special purpose stack for video streaming that takes advantage of low-
latency storage. Our stack places the SSD directly in the TCP control loop, closely coupling
storage, encryption, and the TCP protocol implementation. Ideally, a chunk of video content
would be DMAed to the CPU’s Last Level Cache (LLC), we could encrypt it in place to avoid
thrashing the LLC and packetise it, then DMA it to the NIC, all without needing the data to
touch RAM. In practice, for the sort of high workloads Netflix targets, this ideal cannot quite
be achieved. However we will show that it is possible to achieve approximately 70Gb/s of
encrypted video streaming to anywhere between 6,000 and 16,000 simultaneous clients using
just four CPU cores without using a disk buffer cache. This is 5% better than the Netflix stack
can achieve using eight cores when all the content is already in the disk buffer cache, 50% better
than the Netflix stack achieves when it has to fetch content from the SSD, and 130% more than
stock FreeBSD/Nginx. Through a detailed analysis of PMC data from the CPU, we investigate
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the root causes of these performance improvements.

4.2 The video streaming problem

Modern video streaming is rate-adaptive: clients on different networks can download different
quality versions of the content. A number of standards exist for doing this, including Ap-
ple’s HTTP Live Streaming [HLS], Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming [HDS], and MPEG-
DASH [DASH]. Although they differ in details, all these solutions place the rate-adaptive intel-
ligence at the client. Video servers are a dumb Content Distribution Network (CDN) delivering
video files over HTTP or HTTPS, though they are often accessed through a DNS-based front-
end that manages load across servers and attempts to choose servers close to the customer.
Once the client connects, a steady stream of HTTP requests is sent to the server, requesting
chunks of video content. HTTP persistent connections are used, so relatively few long-lived
TCP connections are needed.

Video servers are, therefore, powerful and well-equipped general-purpose machines, at least in
principle. All they do is repeatedly find the file or section of file corresponding to the chunk
requested, and return the contents of that file over TCP. This should be a task for which conven-
tional operating systems such as Linux and FreeBSD are well optimised. The main problem is
simply the volume of data that needs to be served. How fast can a video server go?

In December 2015 the BBC iPlayer streaming service was achieving 20Gb/s [BBC] from a
server using nginx on Linux, and featuring 24 cores on two Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 processors,
512 GB DDR4 RAM, and a 8.6TB RAID array of SSDs. This is expensive hardware, and
20Gb/s, while fast, is well below the memory bandwidth, disk bandwidth and network capacity.
Is it possible to do better?

4.2.1 Case study: the Netflix video streamer

Netflix is one of the largest video streaming providers in the world. During peak hours, Net-
flix along with YouTube video streaming traffic accounts for well over 50% of the US traf-
fic [GIPR+]. To serve this traffic, Netflix maintains its own CDN infrastructure, located in PoPs
and datacenters worldwide. Their server appliances use FreeBSD and the nginx web server,
serving the video and audio components to their customers over HTTP [NFLX+] or, more re-
cently, HTTPS. The servers run mostly a read-only workload while serving content; during
scheduled content updates they serve fewer clients than normal.

Historically, to respond to an HTTP request for static content, a web server application would
have to invoke read and write system calls consecutively to transfer data from a file stored
on disk to a network socket. In the best case scenario, the file would already be present in the
disk buffer cache, and then the read would complete quickly; otherwise it would have to wait
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for the file to be fetched from disk and DMAed to RAM. This approach introduces significant
overheads; the application spends a great deal of time blocking for I/O completion, and the
contents of the file are redundantly copied to and from userspace, requiring high context switch
rates, without the web server ever looking at the contents.

Modern commodity webservers offload most of this work to the kernel. Nginx uses the sendfile
system call to allow a zero-copy transfer of data from the kernel disk-buffer cache to the rele-
vant socket buffers without the need to involve the user process. Since the Virtual File System
(VFS) subsystem and the disk buffer cache are already responsible for managing the in-memory
representation of files, this is also the right place to act as an interface between the network and
storage stacks. Upon sendfile invocation, the kernel maps a file page to a sendfile buffer
(sf_buf), attaches an mbuf header and enqueues it to the socket buffer. With this approach,
unnecessary domain transitions and data copies are completely avoided.

The BBC iPlayer servers used commodity software—nginx on Linux—using sendfile in pre-
cisely this way. Netflix, however, has devoted a great deal of resources to optimise further the
performance of their CDN caches.

Among the numerous changes Netflix has made, the most important key bottlenecks that have
been addressed include:

• The synchronous nature of sendfile.

• Problems with VM scaling when thrashing the disk buffer cache.

• Performance problems experienced at the presence of high ingress packet rates.

• Performance problems when streaming over HTTPS.

We will explore these changes in more detail, as they cast important light on how modern server
systems scale.

4.2.1.1 Asynchronous sendfile

The sendfile system call optimises data transfers, but requires blocking for I/O when a
file page is not present in memory. This can greatly hinder performance with event-driven
applications such as nginx. Netflix servers have large amounts of RAM—192GB is common—
but the video catalogue on each server is much larger. Buffer cache hit rates of less than 10% are
common on most servers. This means that sendfile will often block, tying up nginx resources.

Netflix implemented a more sophisticated approach known as asynchronous sendfile. The sys-
tem call never blocks for I/O, but instead returns immediately before the I/O operation has
completed. The sendfile buffers with the attached mbufs are enqueued to the socket, but the
socket is only marked ready for transmission when all of the in-flight I/O operations have com-
pleted successfully. Upon encountering a failed I/O operation the error is irrecoverable: the
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socket is marked accordingly so that the application receives an error at a subsequent system
call and closes it.

Netflix upstreamed their asynchronous sendfile implementation to the mainline FreeBSD
tree in early 2016.

4.2.1.2 VM scaling

With a catalogue that greatly exceeds the DRAM size, and with asynchronous sendfile being
more aggressive, the VM subsystem became a bottleneck in performance. In particular, upon
VM page exhaustion, all VM allocations were being blocked, waiting for pages to be reclaimed
by the paging daemon, and stalling actual work (nginx processes would sleep in vm_wait

instead of actually serving traffic).

Netflix uses several techniques to mitigate this problem. First, DRAM is divided into smaller
partitions, each assigned to different fake NUMA domains, with a smaller number of CPU cores
given affinity to each domain. This gives more efficient scaling with multiple cores by reducing
lock contention. Second, in situations where free memory hits a low watermark, proactive scans
reclaim pages in the VM page allocation context, avoiding the need to wake the paging daemon.
This practically means that the pageout codepath is actually run in the context of a single nginx
process, allowing the rest of the processes to continue serving traffic. Finally, reclaimed pages
are re-enqueued to the inactive memory queues in batches to amortise the lock overhead.

4.2.1.3 RSS-assisted TCP LRO

Large Receive Offload (LRO) is a common technique used to amortise CPU usage when expe-
riencing high rate inbound TCP traffic. The LRO engine aggregates consecutive packets that
belong to the same TCP session before handing them to the network stack. This way, per-packet
processing costs can be significantly reduced. To be CPU-efficient, the coalescing window for
LRO aggregation is usually bounded by a predefined timeout or a certain number of packets.
By default, the FreeBSD LRO implementation could manage up to 8 packet aggregations at
one time; this works well on a local network while serving a few fast TCP connections, but
with thousands of TCP connections, packets belonging to the same session are likely to arrive
interleaved with many other packets, making LRO substantially less effective.

To tackle this problem, Netflix uses RSS-assisted LRO: it sorts incoming TCP packets into
buckets based on their RSS (Receive Side Scaling) hash and the time at the end of the interrupt
(i.e. the original time of arrival). This ordering brings packets from a flow that arrived widely
separated in time together, so they appear to have arrived consecutively. As a result they can
be successfully merged when they are fed to the LRO engine. This optimisation helped reduce
CPU utilisation by ~5-30%, depending on the congestion control algorithm, and the interrupt
coalescing tuning parameters (LRO aggregation rate improved from ~1.1 to more than 2 packets
per aggregation).
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4.2.1.4 In-kernel TLS

End-to-end encryption introduces a new challenge in building high-performance network ser-
vices. Suddenly, optimised zero-copy interfaces such as sendfile are rendered useless, since
they conflict with the fundamental nature of encrypted traffic. The kernel is unaware of the
TLS protocol and it is no longer possible to use zero-copy operations from storage to the net-
work subsystem. To serve data over a TLS connection, the conventional stack needs to fall
back to userspace using traditional POSIX reads and writes when performing encryption. This
reintroduces overheads that have been completely eliminated in the case of plaintext transfers.
Netflix initially reported that enabling TLS decreased throughput on their servers from 40Gb/s
to 8.5Gb/s [SGL15].

To regain the advantages of sendfile for encrypted traffic, Netflix devised a hybrid approach
to split work between kernel and userspace: the TLS session management, and negotiation re-
mains in the userspace TLS library (openssl), but the kernel is now modified to include bulk data
encryption in the sendfile pipeline. The TLS handshake is still handled by the userspace
TLS library. Once the session keys are derived, nginx uses two new socket options to communi-
cate the session key to the kernel, and to instruct the kernel to enable encryption on that socket.
Once a ChangeCipherSuite message is sent from the application, the in-kernel TLS state ma-
chine arms encryption on that particular socket. When sendfile is issued on a TLS socket,
the kernel hands over the data to one of the dedicated TLS kernel threads for encryption, and
only enqueues them to the socket buffer after encryption has been completed.

This approach brings most of the original sendfile’s benefits, but the semantics are no longer
the same as in the plaintext case: the kernel cannot perform in-place encryption of data, as this
would invalidate the buffer cache entries. Instead of being zero-copy, once the file is in the
buffer cache, sendfile then needs to clone the data to another buffer; this can then be used
to hold the ephemeral encrypted data, and mapped to the socket buffer.

4.2.2 Netflix performance

We have used the Netflix software stack in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the afore-
mentioned performance improvements. Our video server is equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-
2667-v3 8-core CPU, 128GB RAM, two dual-port Chelsio T580 40GbE NIC adaptors, and four
Intel P3700 NVMe disks with 800GB capacity each. Our full test setup is described in more
detail in §4.4. We stress-tested the system using HTTP persistent connections retrieving 300KB
video chunks as we increase the number of simultaneous active clients.

Figure 4.1 shows throughput (left) and CPU utilisation (right) as the number of concurrent
HTTP persistent connections is varied. We show curves for the Netflix stack and for the stock
nginx/FreeBSD stack for both the case where all content is served from the disk buffer cache
(100% BC) and where all content needs to be fetched from the SSDs (0% BC). Normal Netflix
workloads are nearer the latter than the former.
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Figure 4.1: Plaintext performance, Netflix vs Stock FreeBSD, zero and 100% Buffer Cache
(BC) ratios.
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Figure 4.2: Encrypted performance, Netflix vs Stock FreeBSD, zero and 100% Buffer
Cache (BC) ratios.

When all content is served from the buffer cache, there is no significant difference in perfor-
mance, either in throughput or CPU utilisation. This is expected, as the Netflix improvements
do not tackle this easy case. When content has to be served from SSDs, the Netflix improve-
ments show their effectiveness, almost doubling throughput from 39Gb/s to 72Gb/s. However,
all eight cores are almost saturated at this workload.

Figure 4.2 shows the equivalent throughput and CPU utilisation curves for encrypted transfers.
The Netflix stack gives substantial performance improvements over stock nginx/FreeBSD, but
now the cores are all saturated, leading to a drop in performance. When all data must be
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Figure 4.3: Encrypted Workload, Netflix memory performance.

fetched from SSD, performance drops to 47Gb/s, a reduction of 35% compared to unencrypted
streaming, despite the kernel TLS implementation.

Why does this performance reduction occur? The reader may intuitively think that because
encryption is a CPU-intensive task, the CPU cores fail to keep up with the I/O data rates. This,
however, is far from true in this case; modern Intel CPUs use AESNI instructions and can reduce
the encryption overhead to as low as ~1 CPU cycle/byte, provided that the data are warm in the
LLC and we are not bottlenecked on memory bandwidth. Our microbenchmarks indicate that
the attainable bulk encryption throughput while using AES-NI acceleration on our CPU (AES-
GCM128) is a total maximum of up to ~205Gb/s, or ~25.5Gb/s per core when the buffer sizes
are such that can fit in the LLC (no extra memory traffic). Clearly such throughput is more
than sufficient to easily keep up with the achievable I/O rates of the storage and networking
hardware, yet there is a huge discrepancy between this, and the previously achieved 47Gb/s.
Why is this happening? We used the CPU performance counters to understand further what is
going on.

When serving plaintext content from the buffer cache, we see that Netflix write memory through-
put1 is low, 20Gb/s, but read memory throughput2 is around 100Gb/s. This is not unreasonable,
as the data does not need to be DMAed from the disk. When fetching data from the SSD, write
memory throughput rises by about 70Gb/s, as data is DMAed to RAM from disk, and read
memory throughput increases to 120Gb/s. We also see a fairly high rate, 90 million/sec, of
reads due to LLC misses. In principle it should be possible to serve this workload with ~72Gb/s
of read and write memory throughput, so the Netflix stack is working memory a little harder
than is strictly necessary, even with plaintext workloads.

When serving encrypted content, the story becomes more complicated. The Netflix memory
1Write memory throughput corresponds to the amount of data transferred from the CPU package to DRAM at

the unit of time.
2Read memory throughput corresponds to the amount of data transferred from DRAM to the CPU package at

the unit of time.
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Figure 4.4: Possible memory accesses with the Netflix stack.

throughput is shown in Figure 4.3. Irrespective of whether data comes from the disks or from
the buffer cache, memory read throughput is approximately 2.6 times the network throughput.
Indeed, the 175Gb/s read rate when serving from the disk buffer cache is getting closer to the
memory speed of this hardware, indicating that memory accesses are likely to be a bottleneck.
The system also shows a high rate of LLC miss events—200 million/sec—indicating that the
cores are now waiting on memory much of the time, and explaining why CPU utilisation is
800% (all eight cores are saturated).

4.2.3 Discussion

Netflix optimisations have clearly delivered significant improvements in the video streaming
performance of FreeBSD, both for serving plaintext and encrypted content. However, it is also
clear that memory is being worked very hard when serving these workloads. With a conven-
tional stack it is extremely hard to pin down precisely why this is the case. We have profiled the
stack, and with Netflix’s VM improvements there are no obvious bottlenecks remaining.

Current Intel CPUs DMA to and from the LLC using DDIO, rather than direct to memory. In
principle it ought to be possible to DMA data from the SSD and then DMA it to the NIC without
it ever touching main memory. Would it also be possible to encrypt that data as it passes through
the LLC? With a conventional stack though, it is clear that this is not happening. We speculate
that this is because the stack is too asynchronous. Data is DMAed from the SSD to disk buffer
cache, initially landing in the LLC. However, it is not immediately consumed, so gets flushed
to memory. Subsequently the kernel copies the buffer, loading it into the LLC as a side effect.
If it is not immediately encrypted it gets flushed again. The kernel goes to encrypt the data,
causing it to be re-loaded into the LLC. The encrypted data is not immediately sent by TCP,
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so it gets flushed a third time. Finally it is DMAed to the NIC, requiring it to be loaded again.
This process is shown in Figure 4.4, and requires three reads from memory, compared to the
2.6 times we observe, so presumably sometimes the data is not flushed, saving some memory
reads.

Netflix’s newest production streamers are equipped with latest 16-core (32 hyperthreads) Intel
CPUs and 100GbE NICs, but their maximum target service throughput is limited to ~90Gb/s. At
this rate, they use 460Gbit/sec of read/write memory bandwidth—this is 96% of the measured
hardware limits, and approximately five times the network throughput. This ratio is in general
agreement with the results in Figure 4.3. At this utilisation, CPU stalls waiting for memory
become a major problem, and CPU utilisation varies considerably, ranging from 75% to 90%
with only small changes in demand. When operating close to the memory bandwidth saturation
threshold, CPU performance is erratic; a linear increase in demand can lead to a non-linear
increase in CPU utilisation.

4.3 Towards a specialised video streaming stack

In a conventional stack, it is very hard to avoid all the memory traffic that we saw with the
Netflix stack. Could a specialised, much more synchronous stack do better? How might we
architect such a stack so that data remains in the LLC to the maximum extent possible?

As buffer cache hit ratios are so low with Netflix’s workload, clearly we need to design a system
that works well when data has to be fetched from the SSD. The storage system needs to be very
tightly coupled to the rest of the stack, so that as soon as data arrives from storage in the LLC,
it is processed to completion by the rest of the application and network stacks without the need
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Figure 4.6: NVMe controller latency and throughput.

for any context switching or queuing. To accomplish this, data need to be fetched from storage
just-in-time: in the typical case, the storage system must be clocked off the TCP protocol’s
ACK clock, because arriving TCP ACKs cause TCP’s congestion window to inflate, allowing
the transmission of more data. Only when this happens can data from the storage system be
immediately consumed by the network without adding a queue to cope with rate mismatches.

The outline of a solution then looks like:

1. A TCP ACK arrives, freeing up congestion window.

2. This triggers the stack to request more data from the SSD to fill that congestion window.

3. The SSDs return data, ideally placing it in the LLC.

4. The read completion event causes the application to encrypt the data in-place, add TCP
headers, and trigger the transmission of the packets.

5. The network completion event frees the buffer, allowing it to be reused for a subsequent
disk read.

This design closely couples all the pipeline stages, so maximises use of the LLC, and never
copies any data, though it does encrypt in place. The hope is that memory accesses resemble
Figure 4.5.

For this to work, the SSD must be capable of very low latency, as it is placed directly in the
TCP ACK-clock loop, and it must simultaneously be capable of high throughput. Today’s PCIe-
attached NVMe SSDs have low latency, but before building a system, we profiled some drives
to see how well they balance throughput and latency. Figure 4.6 shows the request latency and
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disk throughput as a function of the I/O window when making 16KB reads from an Intel P3700
800GByte NVMe drive. NVMe drives maintain a request queue, and the I/O window is the
number of requests queued but not yet completed. It is clear that with an I/O window of around
128 requests, these drives can achieve maximum throughput while simultaneously maintaining
latency of under 1ms. This is significantly smaller than the network RTT over typical home
network links, even to a server in the same city, indicating that we should be able to place such
an SSD directly into the TCP control loop.

4.3.1 Storage stack

Traditional OS storage stacks pay a price in terms of efficiency to achieve generality and safety.
These inefficiencies include copying memory between kernel and userspace, extra abstraction
layers such as the Virtual File System, as well as POSIX API overheads needed for backwards
compatibility and portability. However, all these overheads used to be negligible when com-
pared to the latency and throughput of spinning disks.

Today PCIe-attached flash and the adoption of new host controller interfaces such as NVMe rad-
ically change the situation. Off-the-shelf hardware can achieve read throughput up to 28Gbps
and access latencies as low as 20µs for short transfers [p3608]. However, if we wish to inte-
grate storage into the network fast path, we cannot afford to pay the price of going through the
conventional storage stack.

Our approach is to build a new high performance storage stack that is better suited to integration
into our network pipeline. Before we explain its design and implementation though, we provide
a brief overview of how NVMe drives interface with the operating system.

4.3.1.1 NVMe disk operation and data structures

PCIe NVMe disk controllers use circular queues of command descriptors residing in host mem-
ory to serve I/O requests for disk logical blocks (LBAs). The host places NVMe I/O commands
in a submission queue; each command includes the operation type (e.g., READ, WRITE),
the initial LBA address, the length of the request, the source or destination buffer address in
host main memory, and various flags. Once commands have been enqueued, the device driver
notifies the controller that there are requests waiting by updating the submission queue’s tail
doorbell—this is a device register, similar to NIC TX and RX doorbells for packet descriptors.
Multiple I/O commands can be in progress at a time, and the disk firmware is allowed to per-
form out-of-order completions. For this to work, each submission queue is associated with a
completion queue. This is used by the disk to communicate I/O completion events to the host.
The OS is responsible for consuming command completions, and then notifies the controller
via a completion queue doorbell so that completion slot entries can be reused.
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Figure 4.7: High-level architecture of diskmap applications.

Unlike older SATA/AHCI Solid State Disks, which usually feature a single submission/com-
pletion queue pair with a limited number of slot entries, NVMe devices support a highly con-
figurable number of queue pairs and depths, which greatly helps with scaling to multiple CPU
cores and permits a share-free, lockless design.

4.3.1.2 Diskmap

Inspired by netmap [Riz12], a high-performance packet processing framework which maps the
NIC buffer rings to userspace, we designed and built diskmap, a conceptually similar system
that uses kernel-bypass to allow userspace applications to directly map the memory used to
DMA disk logical blocks to and from NVMe storage. From a high-level viewpoint, diskmap
and netmap have many similarities, but the two DMA models and the nature of operations are
fundamentally different, so a different approach is required.

With diskmap, userspace applications are directly responsible for crafting, enqueuing, and con-
suming I/O requests and completions, while the OS uses hardware capabilities to enforce pro-
tection and synchronisation. The system is comprised of two parts:

• A kernel module used to initialise and configure devices that are to be used in diskmap-
mode, as well as providing a thin syscall layer to abstract DMA operation initiation,

• An accompanying userspace library which implements the NVMe driver and provides
the API (see table 4.1) to abstract typical operations to the device such as read and write.

The architecture is shown in Figure 4.7. When the diskmap kernel module loads, the NVMe
device is partially detached from the in-kernel storage stack: the actual datapath queue pairs are
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now disconnected and readily available for attaching to user-level applications. The device ad-
ministration queue pairs, however, remain connected to the conventional in-kernel stack without
being exposed to userspace. This allows all low-level configuration and privileged operations
(e.g., device reset, nvmeformat) to continue working normally. It should be straightforward to
allow some of the datapath queue pairs to remain connected to the in-kernel stack, possibly
operating on different NVMe namespaces, but our implementation currently does not support
this mode of operation.

During initialisation, the kernel pre-allocates non-pageable memory for all the objects that
are required for NVMe device operations, including submission and completion queues, PRP
lists [NVME], and the diskmap buffers themselves. These will be shared by the NVMe hard-
ware and the userspace applications and used for data transfers. Relative addressing is used to
calculate pointers for any object in the shared memory region in a position-independent manner.
Each diskmap buffer descriptor holds a set of metadata information: a unique index, the current
buffer length, and the buffer address that the libnvme library uses when constructing NVMe I/O
commands The buffer size and queue depths are configurable via sysctl knobs. Similarly to
netmap, the shared memory area is exposed by the kernel via a dedicated character device.

To connect to the diskmap data path, a userspace application maps the shared memory into
its own virtual address space and issues a dedicated diskmap ioctl to indicate the disks and
queue pairs that should be attached, as well as the number of diskmap buffers required. This
functionality is abstracted within a single libnvme library call (see table 4.1). When an appli-
cation calls nvme_read or nvme_write, the library is responsible for translating the I/O
request for certain disk blocks into the corresponding NVMe commands and enqueuing them
in the disk submission queue. The application layer then invokes a system call to update the
relevant disk doorbell and initiate processing of the pending I/O commands.

Unlike their POSIX equivalents which block until the I/O is completed, libnvme facilitates a
non-blocking, event-driven model. With each I/O request, the application specifies a callback
function which will be invoked upon I/O completion (see Listing 4.1). A high-level I/O re-
quest might need to be split into several low-level NVMe commands, and this complicates the
handling of out-of-order completions. Libnvme hides this complexity, and only invokes the
application-specified callback function when all the in-flight NVMe commands that comprise
that particular transfer have completed.

Diskmap enforces memory safety by taking advantage of the IOMMU on newer systems. When
an application requests the attachment of a datapath queue pair and a number of diskmap buffers,
the kernel maps the relevant shared memory to the PCIe device-specific IOMMU page table.
Since all the buffers are statically pre-allocated by the kernel upon initialisation, there is no need
to dynamically update the IOMMU page table with transient mappings and unmappings, which
would otherwise significantly affect performance [ABT+11; MMT16]. Diskmap could also op-
erate in an unsafe manner using direct physical memory addresses if the IOMMU is disabled. In
both cases, userspace remains unaware of the change, and there is no special handling required
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1 int read_done(char *buf, uint32_t lba, uint32_t lba_count,
2 void *arg, int err);
3

4 int
5 read_done(char *buf, uint32_t lba, uint32_t lba_count,
6 void *arg, int err) {
7 if (err != E_NOERR) /* Do something. */
8 return err;
9

10 /* "buf" holds the newly read data. */
11 return E_NOERR;
12 }
13

14 int
15 main() {
16 /* Use /dev/nvme0, Submission/Completion Queue Pair 1. */
17 nvme_open(..., &ioqp, "diskmap:nvme0-1", NBUFS_SZ, 0);
18 iodesc.ioqp = &ioqp; /* "iodesc" is the "aiocb" equivalent. */
19 iodesc.ns_id = NSID; /* Namespace ID. */
20 iodesc.op_complete = read_done; /* Callback function. */
21 iodesc.flags = 0;
22 iodesc.lba_count = IO_SIZE_IN_SECTORS;
23

24 for (;;) {
25 /*
26 * Generate random starting offset. Ideally this should be
27 * pre-calculated outside this main event loop to avoid overhead.
28 */
29 iodesc.lba = random() %
30 (media_size_in_sectors - IO_SIZE_IN_SECTORS);
31

32 /* Enqueue READ operation. */
33 nvme_read(&iodesc, NULL, &ret);
34 if (ret != E_NOERR)
35 break; /* Errors should be handled properly. */
36

37 /* Update Submission Queue doorbell, if needed. */
38 nvme_sqsync(&ioqp);
39

40 /* Poll Completion Queue. */
41 ncpls = nvme_peek_completions(&ioqp);
42

43 /* The CB function will be invoked once per completion. */
44 nvme_consume_completions(&ioqp, ncpls);
45

46 /* Update Completion Queue doorbell, if needed. */
47 nvme_cqsync(&ioqp);
48 }
49

50 [...]
51 }

Listing 4.1: Pseudocode for random READ operations using diskmap.
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Figure 4.8: Read throughput, diskmap vs. aio(4) vs. pread(2)

either in the libnvme library or the application itself. Unlike SPDK [SPDK], diskmap does not
fully expose NVMe devices to userspace (e.g., device doorbells, administrative queue pairs):
the OS kernel is still mediating for device administrative operations, and DMA operations are
abstracted with system calls for protection.

4.3.1.3 Diskmap performance

Before we integrate diskmap into our video server, we wish to understand how well it performs.
Figure 4.8 shows the read throughput obtained using diskmap for a range of I/O request sizes. A
single diskmap thread binds to four NVMe disks, fills their submission queues, and we measure
throughput. We compare diskmap against FreeBSD pread , and aio (also single threads). Aio is
a native FreeBSD interface which uses kqueue [Lem01] and kevent to allow asynchronous I/O
requests to be initiated by userspace. It is highly optimised, and allows I/O request batching with
a single system call to increase performance. When an NVMe interrupt indicates completion,
userspace is notified via kqueue.

Although aio performs well for large reads, it is less than stellar with smaller requests. Diskmap
exhibits much higher throughput than aio unless request sizes are at least 64KB in size. With
diskmap there is a sweet spot around 16KB—here, performance is close to the limits of the
hardware, but the transfers are still small enough that they are comparable to today’s default
TCP initial window size (10*MSS [CDC+13]). This makes diskmap an excellent fit for our
video server.

Figure 4.9 shows latency when using 512 byte read requests, and an I/O window of 128 re-
quests. Such small requests stress the stack; despite this diskmap exhibits very low latency.
Finally, Figure 4.6 was gathered using diskmap, and shows that both low latency and high
throughput can be obtained simultaneously.
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Figure 4.9: diskmap vs. aio(4) - I/O latency, read size: 512 bytes, I/O window: 128
requests.

4.3.1.4 To batch or not to batch

One technique often used to improve throughput is batching. Modern NICs are able to achieve
very high packet rates even with small transfer units; for example more than 40Mpps is possible
with 64 byte packets [CHLNT]. For the CPU to keep up, batching is required to amortise the
system call overhead (e.g., in the case of netmap) and the cost of accessing/updating the device
doorbell registers. With today’s NVMe disks the situation is different: the minimum transfer
unit of these devices typically ranges from 512 to 4096 bytes, and the IOPS rates that can be
achieved are much lower than the NIC equivalent packet rates. We find that the CPU can fill the
disk firmware pipeline and saturate the device for the whole range of supported I/O lengths per
operation without needing to batch requests. In situations where the CPU is nearly saturated
though, batching is still efficient in saving CPU cycles by amortising the system-call overhead.

4.3.2 Network stack integration

In a conventional configuration the work to send persistent files from disks to the network is
distributed across many different subsystems that operate asynchronously and are loosely co-
scheduled. In contrast, we seek tighter control of the execution pipeline. Scheduling work from
a single thread, we can come closer to a process-to-completion ideal, minimising the lifespan
of data transfers across all the layers of the stack; from disk to application, from application
to the network stack, and finally to the NICs. This should reduce pressure on the LLC and
take advantage of contemporary microarchitectural properties such as Intel’s Data Direct IO
(DDIO) [DDIO].

To take advantage of diskmap in the network fast path, we need to embed the networking code
in the same process thread. Several userspace network stacks have been presented recently,
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demonstrating dramatic improvements both in terms of latency and throughput [HHR+14; JWJ+14;
MWH14]. We started from the Sandstorm implementation (presented in Chapter 3), and modi-
fied it accordingly to build our network stack. Sandstorm was originally designed to serve small
static objects, typical of web traffic, from the main memory. Although we leverage several of
Sandstorm’s original design ideas, modifications were necessary because the requirements are
fundamentally different:

• Unlike typical web traffic workloads, which mostly consist of short-lived connections, we
want to optimise for long-lived HTTP-persistent connections used by video streaming.

• Content served by a video streamer does not fit in main memory, rendering some of
Sandstorm’s optimisations such as multiple packet replicas and content pre-segmentation
inapplicable.

Given the workload characteristics, doing network packet segmentation or calculating the check-
sums of large data in software would be a performance bottleneck. Instead we leverage NIC
hardware support for TCP Segmentation Offload (TSO). This required modifications in netmap’s
NIC driver, in particular for Chelsio T5 40GbE adapters, and in Sandstorm’s core TCP protocol
implementation.

As the movie catalogue size is significantly larger than RAM, a video streamer needs to serve
~90% of requests from disk in the typical case (see §4.2.1). This means that most of the time
the OS buffer cache does not really act as a cache anymore; it merely serves as a temporary
buffer pool to store the data that are enqueued to socket buffers. At the same time this comes
with considerable overhead associated with nominally being a cache, including pressure in the
VM subsystem, lock contention and so forth. In Atlas, we completely remove the buffer cache
as an interface between the storage and network stacks.
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To integrate the storage and network stacks, we implemented a mechanism similar to the con-
ventional stack’s sendfile. Upon the reception of an HTTP GET request, the application
layer web server issues a tcpip_sendfile library call. This call instructs the network stack
to attach the in-memory object representation of a persistent file to the particular connection’s
TCB. After this point, the network stack is responsible for fetching the data from the disk and
transmitting them to the network (see Fig. 4.10). It invokes a callback to the application layer
only when everything has been sent, or some other critical event has been encountered such as
the connection being closed by the remote host.

Given the low latency of NVMe disks compared to WAN RTTs, rather than the read-ahead
approach used by a conventional stack, we use an on-demand mechanism to fetch data from
disks and transmit them to the network. We have found that to get the peak throughput from
NVMe disks, I/O requests larger than 8KB need to be issued. Seeking to optimise for the typical
case and achieve the highest throughput from the NVMe disks, we have chosen to delay the I/O
requests for a particular flow until the received ACKs inflate the space in the TCP congestion
window to a reasonably high value—10*MSS in our implementation. Of course, there are
cases where this mechanism cannot be applied: for example, if a TCP connection experiences
a retransmit timeout, or the effective window is smaller than this high-watermark value and all
sent data is acknowledged, then we fall back issuing smaller I/O requests.

As our stack does not buffer in-flight data sent by TCP, retransmitted data must be re-fetched
from disk. We use the TCP sequence number offset of the lost segment to decide which data
to re-fetch and retransmit. When encrypted traffic is considered, it is worth noting that this
socket-buffer-free approach fits well with ciphersuites like AES GCM [SMC08] which do not
require interpacket dependencies to work; instead the GCM counter can be easily derived from
the TCP sequence numbers, including for retransmissions.

Our system prototype, Atlas, does not implement a sophisticated filesystem: disks are treated
as flat namespaces, and files are laid out in consecutive disk blocks.

4.4 Evaluation

We saw in Section 4.2.2 how the Netflix stack outperforms stock FreeBSD, both on encrypted
workloads and with plaintext when the buffer cache hit ratio is low. However, profiling of the
Netflix stack indicated potential inefficiencies that appeared to be inherent, and motivated our
design of Atlas. We now wish to see to what extent our hypothesis was correct regarding the
merits of a special purpose stack, and the need to integrate storage into the TCP control loop. We
will compare the performance of Atlas against a Netflix-optimised setup, using contemporary
hardware.

Our testbed consists of four machines; one server, two clients, and one middlebox to allow
us to emulate realistic network round trip times. The test systems are connected via a 40GbE
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cut-through switch. Our video server is equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-2667-v3 8-core CPU,
128GB RAM, two dual-port Chelsio T580 40GbE NIC adapters, and four Intel P3700 NVMe
disks with 800GB capacity each. Our two systems emulating large numbers of clients are
equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2643-v2 6-core CPUs, and 64GB RAM. One uses a dual-port
Chelsio T580 40GbE, while the other has an Intel XL710 40GbE controller. Finally, the mid-
dlebox has a 6-core Intel E5-2430L-v2 and 64GB RAM.

Atlas runs on FreeBSD 12-CURRENT; for Netflix we use the Netflix production release which
is also based on FreeBSD 12, but also includes all the Netflix optimisation patches, including
those mentioned in §4.2.1, and tuning. The two client systems run Linux 4.4.8, and finally the
middlebox runs FreeBSD 12.

We wish to model how a video streaming server would perform in the wild, but with all our
machines connected to the same LAN using 40GbE links, the round-trip times are in the order
of a few microseconds. This is not representative of the RTTs seen by production video servers,
and would distort TCP behaviour. To emulate more realistic latencies, we have implemented a
middlebox which adds latency to traffic going from the clients to the server. The middlebox sup-
ports a configurable set of delay bands - we use this feature to add different delays to different
flows, with latencies chosen from the range 10 to 40ms. Figure 4.11 illustrates the high-level
operation of the software middlebox. We rely on netmap and zero-copy I/O to achieve this
solution in software with off-the-shelf hardware. The middlebox constantly polls the receive
queues, and each newly received packet is hashed and buffered, and a per-flow constant delay
is added before the packet is forwarded on. By enforcing constant delay to all packets be-
longing to the same TCP flow, we avoid introducing any TCP re-ordering effects which would
hinder the experiments. The middlebox implementation adopts an event-driven, share-nothing
approach, and scales linearly to multiple CPU cores (by pinning a process per core), provided
NIC hardware support for multiple RX queues and RSS [SLNS].

To reduce stress on the middlebox and avoid it becoming a bottleneck, we only route client-to-
server traffic through it, as the data rate in this direction is much lower.

We wish to test the systems under a range of loads and with varying numbers of clients. As we
don’t have Netflix’s intelligent client, we rely on a load generator that models the sort of requests
seen by a video server. We populate the disks with small files (~300KB), each corresponding
to the equivalent of a video chunk. We use weighttp to generate HTTP-persistent traffic with
multiple concurrent clients3. Each client establishes a long-lived TCP connection to the server,
and generates a series of HTTP requests with a new request sent immediately after the previous
one is served.

The Netflix configuration uses all eight available CPU cores in the video server. For Atlas we
only use four CPU cores with one stack instance pinned to each core for the whole range of
experiments. We expect each stack instance to bottleneck on different resources depending on
the workload: plaintext HTTP traffic should not be a CPU-intensive task and thus we expect

3This tool has been modified to support requesting multiple URLs.
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Figure 4.11: High-level view of the software middlebox architecture. Packets are dis-
tributed to buckets, each corresponding to a different target RTT. A Timing Wheel data
structure [VL87] is used to facilitate multiple timers at O(1) time. On each clock tick, all
packets buffered to the relevant bucket are being transmitted.

the performance of each stack instance to only be limited by the disk; in contrast encrypted
network traffic puts heavy pressure both on the Last Level Cache and the CPU cores which
need to access and encrypt all the data before they can be transmitted.

4.4.1 Plaintext HTTP-persistent traffic

We wish to evaluate the performance of Atlas and Netflix stacks with a plaintext HTTP work-
load as we vary the number of concurrent active HTTP connections. In the Netflix case we
also need to include an extra dimension that impacts performance: the disk buffer cache hit
ratio. In these benchmarks we are able to accurately control the disk buffer cache efficiency
by adjusting the amount of distinct content that is requested by the clients. In the worst case,
each video chunk is only requested once during the duration of the test, requiring the server to
fetch all content from the disks; in the best case, the requested content is already cached in main
memory and the server does not need to access the disks at all. Atlas does not utilise a buffer
cache: all data requests, even repetitive ones, are served from the disk, so Atlas is not sensitive
to the choice of workload.

Figures 4.12a and 4.12b show the network throughput and CPU utilisation achieved by both
systems. Atlas and the Netflix setup with a maximally effective buffer cache (100% BC) man-
age to saturate both the 40GbE NICs, achieving roughly ~73Gbps of HTTP throughput with
higher numbers of concurrent connections. For less than 4,000 simultaneous connections Atlas
achieves slightly less throughput (~13%) compared to the Netflix setup. We believe that this
happens because Atlas often delays making an I/O request until the available TCP window of
a flow grows to a larger value (10*MSS) so that it can improve disk throughput with slightly
larger reads. Better tuning when the system has so much headroom would avoid this.
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With the uncacheable workload (0% BC), we observe that Netflix experiences a small per-
formance drop as the number of connections increases. Although VM subsystem pressure is
handled by the Netflix configuration much more gracefully than stock FreeBSD, with more
connections requesting new data from the disks, the rate of proactive calls to reclaim memory
increases, negatively affecting performance. This 0% BC workload comes much closer to the
real-world situation: Netflix video streamers typically get low to no benefit from the in-memory
buffer cache (<10% hit ratios), except perhaps on occasions when new and very popular content
is added to the catalogue and a spike in the disk buffer cache efficiency is observed. Atlas does
not suffer such a performance drop-off, so is well suited to such uncacheable workloads.

It is interesting to observe the CPU utilisation of the Netflix setup for the two different work-
loads. The CPU utilisation almost doubles when the buffer cache is thrashed and disk activity
is required. It should be noted that the CPU utilisation results reported for Atlas are hardly
representative of the actual work performed. Atlas relies on polling for disk I/O completions
and new packets on the NIC rings, so the CPU cores are constantly spinning even though the
actual load might be light, and hence the CPU utilisation measured remains constant at ~400%
when using four cores.

From a microarchitectural viewpoint, where do Atlas’s performance benefits actually come
from? Atlas requires ~77Gb/s of memory read and write throughput respectively to saturate
the NICs. This comes very close to a one-to-one ratio between network and memory read
throughput (see Fig. 4.12e), indicating that Atlas does not suffer from multiple detours to RAM
due to LLC evictions. In contrast, Netflix requires more memory read throughput—almost 1.5×
the network throughput—to achieve similar network performance.

Although it is quite efficient, our expectation was that Atlas, due to DDIO, would demonstrate
even better memory traffic efficiency. Why is this not the case? If we consider the ratio of mem-
ory reads to network throughput when Atlas serves 2,000 clients, we observe that the memory
traffic required is about 65% of the network throughput achieved – clearly in this case DDIO
is helping save memory traffic. Data is being loaded from storage into the LLC by DMA, and
about 35% of it is still in the LLC when it is DMAed to the NIC. For this data, the data flow is
like that shown in Figure 4.13a. Note that the memory write throughput is actually higher than
memory read because netmap does not provide timely enough TX completion notifications to
allow buffers to be immediately reused. We believe that detours to main memory could be re-
duced even further if netmap supported a fine-grained, low-latency mechanism to communicate
TX DMA completion notifications to userspace applications: such a mechanism would allow
us to utilise a strict LIFO approach while recycling DMA I/O buffers that could significantly
reduce the stack’s working set, increasing DDIO efficacy.

Why is the situation different for higher number of concurrent connections? We believe that the
answer is related to the load that the stack experiences; for more than 4K concurrent connections
the disks are close to saturation. Atlas then builds deeper queues on the I/O and NIC rings. This
increases the working set of the stack since more diskmap buffers need to be associated with
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Figure 4.13: Principal sub-optimal Atlas memory access patterns for unencrypted traffic.

I/O commands and connections at each instant. At this point the storage and NIC DMA are
no longer closely coupled enough in Atlas’s event loop so that all data remains in the LLC
until transmission. Memory usage looks more like Figure 4.13b. In any case, when we look
at LLC misses (Figure 4.12f), we see Atlas does not experience any CPU stalls whatsoever
while waiting for reads to be served from memory, indicating that the memory read throughput
observed is entirely due to DMA to the NIC.

4.4.2 Encrypted HTTP-persistent traffic

The need to encrypt traffic significantly complicates the process of serving content. We expect
high performance from Netflix’ setup, since unlike stock FreeBSD, it can still take advantage
of sendfile with the in-kernel TLS implementation (§4.2.1). The semantics, however, are
different from the plaintext case. In-place encryption is not an option as it would invalidate the
buffer cache entries, so the stack needs to encrypt the data out-of-place, increasing the memory
and LLC footprint.

To avoid our tests being impacted by CPU saturation on our client systems, rather than imple-
menting a full TLS layer we have decided to emulate the TLS overhead by doing encryption and
authentication of the data with dummy keys before it is actually transmitted. The HTTP headers
are still transmitted in plaintext, so that the client software can parse the HTTP response and
count the received data without needing to spend additional CPU cycles decrypting data, but
the server encrypts everything else as normal. We believe that this setup closely approximates
the actual TLS protocol’s overheads, especially given that the initial TLS handshake’s overhead
will be negligible for flow durations encountered with video streaming.
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Figure 4.14: Encrypted performance, Netflix vs. Atlas, zero and 100% Buffer Cache (BC)
ratios.
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For Atlas we used the internal OpenSSL GCM API that takes advantage of ISA extensions. This
uses AESNI instructions for encryption and the PCLMUL instruction for ghash, so as to accel-
erate AES 128bit in Galois Counter Mode [SMC08] (AES128-GCM). For a fair comparison,
we modified the Netflix stack to implement a similar design: in particular, we have modified the
Netflix implementation to allow plaintext transmission of HTTP headers, which are passed to
the kernel as a parameter to the sendfile syscall, while the data are still encrypted. The Net-
flix implementation allows the use of different backends for encryption including support for
offloading encryption to special PCIe hardware. Our experiments include results with, accord-
ing to Netflix, the most optimised software-only implementation: Intel’s ISA-L library, which
not only uses ISA extensions to accelerate crypto, but also utilises non-temporal instructions to
reduce pressure on the CPU’s Last Level Cache.

Figures 4.14a and 4.14b show network throughput and CPU utilisation while serving encrypted
traffic with a zero and 100% buffer cache hit ratios. When serving more than 4,000 connections,
Atlas achieves higher throughput than Netflix when the buffer hit ratio is 100%, ~72Gb/s as
opposed to ~68Gb/s peak throughput for Netflix.

When the workload is not cacheable Atlas, achieves 50% more network throughput than Netflix,
while only using four cores. Netflix saturates all the CPU cores even when no disk activity is re-
quired, so uncacheable traffic caused storage stack overhead to be introduced, fewer CPU cycles
are available for encryption and network protocol processing, greatly reducing throughput.

With under 2,000 active connections, we again see slightly suboptimal Atlas throughput for the
same reasons as with plaintext. As active connections increase, all three curves demonstrate
a small performance degradation . This is to be expected when a resource—the CPU in this
case—is saturated. Increasing the number of requests can only hinder performance by building
deeper queues in stacks and by putting more pressure on memory. However, the reduction is
small and both systems handle overload gracefully.

Measuring memory throughput while serving such workloads reveals a big difference between
the two systems (Figures 4.14c and 4.14d). Clearly encryption affects memory throughput:
Atlas memory read throughput reaches ~110Gb/s, roughly a ~43% increase compared to the
plaintext case. Netflix, however, requires ~175Gb/s of read throughput when serving the cached
workload. When serving the uncacheable workload it requires about ~127Gb/s for more than
4,000 concurrent connections. This might seem counter-intuitive since the uncacheable work-
load should trigger more memory traffic due to LLC/memory pressure, but if we look at Fig. 4.14e,
the ratio of memory read throughput to network throughput is actually unchanged at 2.6. For the
whole range of connections benchmarked, Atlas remains more effective than Netflix in terms
of memory traffic efficiency, requiring 1.5× the network throughput as opposed to 2.6× for
Netflix.

The Atlas memory read results indicate that it was not possible to retain all the data in the LLC
for the full duration of the TX pipeline, from disk to encryption to NIC for most workloads,
though it is often possible for 2,000 concurrent connections when the memory access pattern
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Figure 4.15: Principal sub-optimal Atlas memory access patterns for encrypted traffic.

in Fig. 4.15a dominates. We believe that the increased memory write throughput observed for
Atlas in Figure 4.14d is related to dirty cache line evictions of encrypted data, which occur after
the NIC has finished DMAing the encrypted data out; this does not affect performance. Under
heavy load a fraction of the data was evicted to main memory and has to be re-read, either by
the CPU while encrypting, or by the NIC during DMA for transmission, or both. The pattern in
Fig. 4.15b is primarily due to a small amount of extra latency introduced by netmap batching,
combined with heavy pressure on the LLC. The extra eviction in Fig. 4.15c prior to encryption
is responsible for the LLC misses in Fig. 4.14f, and occurs because to avoid DMA thrashing the
LLC, only a fraction of the LLC is available for DDIO. Once this is exhausted, new DMAs will
evict older DMA buffers if the stack is even slightly slow getting round to encrypting them.

4.5 New design principles

We developed diskmap and the clean-slate Atlas stack to explore the boundaries of achievable
performance through a blend of software specialisation and microarchitectural awareness. The
resulting prototype exhibits significant performance improvements over conventional designs.
However, and perhaps counter intuitively, we believe that many of the resulting design princi-
ples are reusable, and could be applied within current network- and storage-stack designs.

Reduced latency and increased bandwidth for storage, arising out of new non-volatile stor-
age technologies, fundamentally change the dynamic in storage-stack design. Previously, sub-
stantial investment in CPU to improve disk layout decisions and mask spindle latency was
justified, and the use of DRAM to prefetch and cache on-disk contents offered significant im-
provements in both latency and bandwidth [PGG+95]. Now, the argument for an in-DRAM
buffer cache is dramatically reduced, as on-demand retrieval of data (e.g., on receiving a TCP
ACK opening the congestion window), regardless of existing presence in DRAM, is not only
feasible, but may also be more efficient than buffered designs.

Optimising Last-Level Cache (LLC) use by DMA must be a key design goal to avoid being
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bottlenecked on memory bandwidth. A key insight here is that if the aggregate bandwidth-
delay product across the I/O subsystem (e.g., from storage DMA receive through to NIC DMA
send) can fit within the LLC, DRAM accesses can be largely eliminated. This requires careful
bounding of latency across the I/O and compute path, proportionally decreasing the product,
which discourages designs that defer processing – e.g., those that might place inbound DMA
from disk, encryption, and outbound DMA to the NIC in different threads – an increasingly
popular design choice made to better utilise multiple hardware threads. In the Netflix stack,
substantial effort is gone to mitigate cache misses, including use of prefetch instructions and
non-temporal loads and stores around AES operations. Ironically, these mitigations may have
the effect of further increasing the degree to which higher latency causes the bandwidth-delay
product to exceed LLC size. This optimisation goal also places pressure on copying designs:
copies from a buffer cache to encrypted per-packet memory doubles the cache footprint, halving
the bandwidth-delay product that can be processed on a package.

Integrating control loops to minimise latency therefore also becomes a key concern, as la-
tency reduction requires a “process-to-completion” across control loops in I/O and encryption.
Allowing unbounded latency due to handoffs between threads, or even in using larger queues
between protocol-stack layers, is unacceptable, as it will increase effective latency, in turn in-
creasing the bandwidth-delay product, limiting the work that can fit into the LLC.

Userspace I/O frameworks also suffer from latency problems, as they have typically been
designed to maximise batching and asynchrony in order to mitigate system-call expense. Unlike
netmap, diskmap facilitates latency minimisation by allowing user code to have fine-grained
notification of memory being returned for reuse, and by minimising in-kernel work loops that
otherwise increase LLC utilisation. This is critical to ensuring that “free” memory in the LLC
is reused, rather than unnecessarily spilling its unused contents from the LLC to DRAM by
allocating further memory.

Zero-copy is not just about reducing software memory copies. While zero-copy opera-
tion has long been a goal in network-stack designs, attention has primarily been paid to data
movement performed directly through the architecture – e.g., by avoiding unnecessary memory
copies as data is passed between user and kernel space, or between kernel subsystems. It is clear
from our research that, to achieve peak performance, system programmers must also eliminate
or mitigate implied data movement in the hardware – with a special focus on memory-subsystem
and I/O behaviour where data copying in the microarchitecture or by DMA engines comes at
extremely high cost that must be carefully managed. This is made especially challenging by
the relative opacity of critical performance behaviours: as data copying and cache interactions
move further from the processor pipeline, tools such as hardware performance counters become
decreasingly able to attribute costs to the originating parties. For example, no hardware that we
had access to was able to attribute cache-line allocation to specific DMA sources, which would
have allowed a more thorough analysis of NIC vs. NVMe cache interactions.

Larger than DRAM-size workloads are important for two reasons: a long tail of content used
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by large audiences (e.g., with respect to video and software updates), and also because DRAM is
an uneconomical form of storage due to high cost and energy use as compared to flash memory.
The Atlas design successfully de-emphasises DRAM use in favour of on-package cache and
fast flash, avoiding loading content into volatile memory for longer than necessary.

Netflix has already begun to explore applying some of these design principles to their FreeBSD-
based network stack. A key concern to reduce memory bandwidth utilisation has been to im-
prove the efficiency of cache use, which has to date been accomplished through careful use
of prefetching and non-temporal operations. These in fact prove harmful compared to a more
optimal design such as Atlas due to increasing the effective bandwidth-delay product. Reduc-
ing cache inefficiency by eliminating the buffer cache is challenging in the current software
environment, especially when some key content sees high levels of reuse. However, reducing
latency between storage DMA and encryption is plausible, by shifting data encryption close to
storage I/O completions, avoiding redundant detours to DRAM.

4.6 Conclusions

In this Chapter we presented Atlas, a high-performance video streaming stack which lever-
ages OS-bypass and outperforms conventional and state-of-the-art implementations. Through
measurement of the Netflix stack, we show how traditional server designs that feature a buffer
cache to hide I/O latency suffer when serving typical video streaming workloads. Based on
these insights, we show how to build a stack that directly includes storage in the network fast
path.

Finally, we discuss the highly asynchronous nature of the conventional stack’s components,
and how it contributes to lengthening I/O datapaths, while wasting opportunities for exploiting
microarchitectural properties. We show how, using a specialised design, it is possible to achieve
tighter control over the complete I/O pipeline from the disk up to network hardware, achieving
high throughput and making more efficient use of memory and CPU cycles on contemporary
microarchitectures.
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Chapter 5

Future work and conclusions

This research is only a small step towards improving systems I/O performance. In the remainder
of this chapter, I discuss possible future directions for this work, and finally I conclude this
dissertation.

5.1 Improvements to netmap and Atlas

As I have shown in §4.4, although Atlas makes highly effective use of memory bandwidth
compared to the Netflix stack, it still requires detours to the main memory to serve heavy work-
loads. I believe it would be feasible to achieve much higher throughputs without the need for
extra memory traffic, if we address some issues with netmap that introduce latency. Chapter 2
suggests that it should also be possible to fully serve such workloads fully from the CPU’s last
level cache. Unfortunately, netmap mostly focusses on batching and asynchrony to amortise
the system call overhead, and it does not explicitly optimise for LLC and I/O interactions. It
is worth noting that one of the primary goals of netmap design was to achieve tight integration
with the conventional OS, by supporting primitives such as poll, select, and kqueue for
readiness notification: this is convenient and helps avoiding ‘burning’ cores (i.e., busy waiting)
when polling the NIC RX rings, for example, but it introduces some asynchrony. A conceptu-
ally similar drawback to the netmap design is the lack of a mechanism to communicate DMA
completion events to userspace in a timely manner: this practically means that Atlas (and other
applications) cannot really reclaim DMA memory fast enough, resulting in unnecessary higher
memory usage and evictions. I believe that applying some of the diskmap design principles to
netmap would address these issues. Another source of asynchrony with netmap is the delay
introduced to achieve batching. Batching in netmap is required mostly due to the following
reasons: (i) to amortise the system call overhead, and (ii) to amortise the costs associated with
the update of the NIC doorbell registers for DMA operations. Batching is probably required
with very small packets at line rate, since we cannot afford to update the NIC registers for every
packet, but with larger packets (including TSO segments) batching is mostly effective in reduc-
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ing the absolute number of system calls. Exploring the DPDK approach [DPDK] which allows
DMA initiation directly from userspace without a system call, would probably be beneficial by
reducing the delay between I/O completion and initiation events (e.g., a DMA write from the
disk completes, and a DMA read from the NIC starts).

5.2 Towards terabit/s host-side system processing

What is the right software architecture, and abstractions that would enable host-side network
packet processing at rates of terabits/s? A 100GbE adapter can continuously place small pack-
ets to the CPU LLC almost at a ~5ns interval, while the CPU access time to the same cache
is currently in the range of ~10-15ns. Indeed, the networking hardware is getting faster and
faster; over the last decade we have experienced a 10× increase in bandwidth. The situation
is no longer the same for CPU core performance though: instruction-level parallelism has hit a
plateau, while clock speed cannot increase anymore, due to supply voltage, and heat dissipation
issues. How can we bridge this gap? Clearly, the most straightforward solution is scaling pro-
cessing to multiple cores, while at the same time minimising software complexity to achieve a
tight processing pipeline, and minimise the CPU pipeline stalls due to memory. Possibly, we
will also need to explore the potential of offloading certain operations to the hardware: for ex-
ample, if CPU cycles is the new bottleneck in scaling performance, encryption could probably
be offloaded to the NIC.

5.3 Conclusions

In this dissertation, I have described the architecture and design principles of specialised net-
work and storage stacks, aiming to push I/O performance with conventional off-the-shelf hard-
ware.

• In Chapter 2, I traced and discussed the evolution in hardware capabilities and conven-
tional Operating System design. Through a set of microbenchmarks, I illustrated how
much of the hardware potential is wasted due to shortcomings in conventional OSes. Fi-
nally, I surveyed background and related work for the areas covered in this dissertation.

• In Chapter 3, I presented Sandstorm and Namestorm, specialised userspace network
stacks that optimise performance for web and DNS workloads. With this design, applica-
tion and network stack memory models are merged into the same address space, creating
ample opportunities for aggressive cross-layer optimisations, process-to-completion (re-
duced asynchrony) which is crucial for efficient hardware operation, and other techniques
to amortise the system costs. Sandstorm achieves 2-10× throughput improvement in web
traffic, and Namestorm 9× throughput improvement in DNS traffic respectively when
compared to conventional configurations.
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• In Chapter 4, I presented Atlas, a specialised video streaming stack. Atlas is designed
to serve video streaming workloads, such as the ones experienced by Netflix. It lever-
ages NVMe disks’ capabilities to include the persistent storage directly in the network
fast path, without the use of a traditional in-memory buffer cache. By tightly integrating
the network and storage I/O control loop, higher performance was achieved; this is not
only due to more efficient code expression with respect to processor microarchitecture,
but rather due to achieving more efficient I/O data flow throughout the hardware. Atlas
achieves ~50% throughput improvement with encrypted content, and simultaneously al-
most 50% reduction in memory read traffic when compared to the state-of-the-art Netflix
video streaming stack.

Collectively, these chapters serve to validate the hypothesis I stated in Chapter 1. With my
proof-of-concept stacks and thorough evaluation of conventional stacks, I have demonstrated
that (i) general-purpose OSes fail to fully take advantage of modern hardware capabilities while
serving common Internet workloads, and (ii) specialised stacks can achieve efficient data move-
ment throughout the hardware, eliminating this way historical bottlenecks in scaling I/O perfor-
mance.

Would it be possible to achieve similar specialisation and microarchitectural awareness with
general-purpose operating systems? It is our belief that the design principles of the specialised
stacks presented in this dissertation, are generalised enough to be applicable to a wide range of
applications that are performance-sensitive. Historically, there has been a heated debate whether
all this specialisation could actually be applied back to general-purpose operating systems in the
form of extensions, or modifications of the existing components (network/storage stacks, BSD
socket layer etc). We believe that in practice it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to
achieve that degree of specialisation and microarchitectural awareness with commodity stacks:
to achieve this would require changing the core design principles of contemporary operating
systems, and that would definitely be a substantial engineering effort. Modern stacks have
grown to millions of lines of code (e.g., more than 15M lines of code for the Linux kernel)
with numerous network and storage controller drivers. Even if we could instantly change the
core OS design principles and APIs, this cannot be transparent for userspace applications as
they will need to adopt the new principles (e.g., a new POSIX interface): practically this means
that modifications would be necessary in the user-level ecosystem, and backwards compatibility
cannot be maintained. Hence, instead of trying to envisage a new future-proof, general-purpose
operating system, we opted to come up with specialised and impactful solutions to critical
problems. We believe that frameworks such as DPDK, netmap, and diskmap that multiplex
and export physical resources safely to applications through a minimalistic set of low-level
primitives allow for great specialisation of applications for performance, while at the same time
maintaining many of the benefits of conventional operating systems.

The end-to-end principle in system design [SRC84] argues that careful selection of the bound-
aries of functions and abstraction layers is of utmost importance: OS developers have always
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strived to invent the appropriate structures and abstractions that would be generic enough to pro-
mote reusability, and extended functionality. Over the years, however, the end-to-end principle
in conventional OSes has been frequently violated in order to improve performance: transport
protocol functionality has been implemented in the hardware (e.g., TSO, LRO), application
layer functionality has been shifted in the kernel (accept filters, in-kernel TLS etc), caches
etc. It is clear that collapsing, or blurring the layer boundaries has been used extensively to
reduce overheads, and enhance system performance. We firmly believe that the end-to-end
principle does not conflict with specialisation; Engler et al. [EKO95] advocate that applications
know better than the OS of their resource management decisions, and should be given as much
control as possible over them in order to have their own abstractions. Similarly, Lampson et
al. [LS79] argue that the lower-level functionality provided by the Operating System should
always be replaceable by an application-specific version of the function; this is clearly not
the case with contemporary general-purpose Operating Systems, limiting that way the overall
efficiency and scale of specialisation. If anything, it is the lack of end-to-end performance anal-
ysis within the microarchitecture of contemporary CPUs that has led to poor performance, as
developers have omitted the key data source and sink, DMA, from their optimisations.

Is it future-proof to maintain a microarchitectural focus in I/O stacks’ design or should we
just focus on the programming model (ISA) and treat the microarchitecture as a black box?
The truth is that Operating System developers have always explicitly taken into account the
microarchitecture design to optimise conventional OSes for performance. For example, the
emergence of SMP systems brought major redesign of core components: whole stacks have
been re-engineered to reduce sharing, and promote parallel execution onto multiple cores. With
Non-Unified Memory Access (NUMA) systems and PCIe affinity to particular CPU packages,
the OS has been modified to support NUMA awareness when managing memory or scheduling
tasks to particular cores. Furthermore, OS data structures have been modified accordingly to
make effective use of modern CPU caches (e.g., with padding or alignment, trying to avoid false
sharing or cache aliasing etc). In Chapter 3 we have presented benchmarks to demonstrate that
our web stack is actually portable across different generations of hardware.

With this work we encourage deep microarchitectural awareness when designing performance-
critical I/O stacks. Our principles and hypotheses, however, are not temporal or strictly lim-
ited in exploiting only contemporary hardware features; instead, we emphasise on minimising
the data movement throughout the hardware, not only the architecture. Experience over the
last two decades has shown that scalability walls are most often encountered when careless
data movement leads to inefficient use of the microarchitecture. The importance of efficient
data movement throughout the hardware seems to be further validated, by continuous trends in
hardware design such as integration of controllers and peripherals in the CPU package, Cache
Allocation Technology (that allows isolating and dedicating LLC fractions to particular appli-
cations), non-temporal SSE instruction set extensions to reduce cache pollution and minimise
data movement, non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) etc. To further assist microarchitecture-based
optimisations, it would really be beneficial if CPU designers were to provide better tools for in-
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specting non-software interactions with the microarchitecture, such as by adding new counters
that allow more direct analysis of DMA-originated memory interactions.

We have demonstrated how it is feasible to greatly improve system performance, with more
efficient software architectures. Making efficient use of the microarchitecture and improving
scalability is really important for many reasons (e.g., capital expenditure reduction). Among
those, energy consumption is of special growing importance: U.S. datacenters alone use more
than 90 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity annually, and this number is projected to increase
to 140 billion kWh by 2020 [NB17]. Already, data centers’ energy consumption around the
globe accounts for ~3% of global electricity supply and almost 2% of the total carbon pollution
per year. Improving system efficiency by half or more order of magnitude could allow us to
drastically reduce the amount of servers, having a crucial impact in total energy consumption.
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